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Chapter 1  

Introduction and Background

1.1 Introduction 
 

Nanotechnology, and more generally the prefix “nano” has been a prominent 

buzzword in both scientific and public communities for the better half of two decades. 

Conceptually introduced by Dr. Richard Feynman, the word nanotechnology is defined as 

science and engineering conducted at the scale of 1-100 nanometers.1 In the 1990’s 

companies based solely on nanotechnology first started to appear. By the year 2000, 

nanotechnology began to emerge in consumer markets in products such as antibacterial 

silver nanoparticles, nanostructured scratch-resistant coatings, and deep-penetrating 

cosmetics.2 At the same time, US president Bill Clinton began an initiative known as the 

National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) to advance nanotechnology research and find 

new nanotechnology based applications.3 As materials fabrication and processing 

methods advanced, the scale of devices across all scientific disciplines shrank, and 

nanotechnology became commonplace. Today nanotechnology is not a field on its own, 

but the industry standard in areas like computer processing, pharmaceuticals, energy 

storage, and more.4 Despite this, new applications utilizing nanotechnology are 

continually being developed, enabled in part by advances in nanostructure fabrication 

methods.  
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Semiconductor based nanostructures are of particular interest because of the 

widespread use of semiconductors in electronics. The ability to exhibit quantum 

confinement on electronic carriers allows for a wide range of new applications in quantum 

computing,5 photovoltaics,6 light emission,7 transistors,8 and optics.9  In addition to 

quantum effects, nanostructures have unique fabrication processes and can enable the 

integration of semiconductor based devices with dissimilar materials, allowing for flexible 

electronics10 and advanced forms of biological sensing.11 Despite their potential, there 

are significant fundamental properties that need to be understood about semiconductor 

nanostructures before their widespread adoption in consumer devices. For example, 

embedded nanostructures are vital components to some heterostructure designs, but 

current fabrication processes often result in the nanostructures being inconsistent or 

damaged.12 In other cases, high quality nanostructure growth has been demonstrated, 

but the growth regimes are significantly outside what is required for widespread 

integration. A deeper understanding of how material and growth parameters effect 

nanostructure development and optoelectronic properties is vital for the advancement of 

nanostructure based devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Objectives 
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The goal of this work is to discover effective ways in controlling the shape, 

structure, and composition of nanostructures during crystal growth. This is achieved by 

manipulating the surface energy of key growth components. Elemental, architectural, and 

kinetic modifications are demonstrated to significantly impact these semiconductor 

nanostructure systems. In this work I will analyze two different compound semiconductor 

nanostructures, GaSb quantum dots and GaAs nanowires.   

1.2.1 GaSb Quantum Dots 

The goal of this section is to obtain a deeper understanding of embedded GaSb 

quantum dots by changing surface energy and growth kinetics. This research is covered 

in chapters 2, 3, and 4 which discuss capping chemistry, droplet epitaxy growth kinetics, 

and embedded quantum dot structure respectively. These studies provide further insight 

into the relationships between GaSb quantum dot structure and their characteristic optical 

spectrum. Each study can be separated as follows: 

The goal of Chapter 2 is to investigate the role of surface chemistry on embedded 

quantum dot structure. Specifically, GaSb quantum dots grown by the Stranski Krastanov 

method are overgrown with different semiconductor compounds (a process known as 

capping). The different compounds change the surface energy but not the lattice induced 

strain. This is achieved by incorporating Alx into the Ga1-xAs capping layer. The key finding 

of this chapter is that the surface energy of the capping layer does impact the quantum 

dot’s structural integrity and can be used to prevent shape demolition. Increasing the 

surface energy of the capping layer prevents out diffusion of GaSb material, but at the 

cost increasing the strain due to a taller structure. 
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The goal of Chapter 3 is to investigate the mechanisms of lattice mismatched 

droplet epitaxy, specifically GaSb droplet epitaxy on GaAs substrates. The key finding of 

this chapter is that the energy of crystallization (Ec) is not insignificant and manifests in 

the form of an incubation time during which no crystallization occurs. A qualitative model 

is presented to describe the differing morphologies and can be used to control droplet 

epitaxy in strained systems. We demonstrate that this method can be used as an 

alternative to the Stranski Krastanov growth for epitaxial quantum dot formation 

The goal of Chapter 4 is to compare the characteristics of capped GaSb quantum 

dots grown by Stranski-Krastanov and by droplet epitaxy. The key finding of this chapter 

is that there is inhomogeneity between the topography and composition of droplet epitaxy 

nanostructures. Furthermore, the Sb concentration, size, and capping layer strain is 

significantly different in the Stranski-Krastanov and droplet epitaxy quantum dots. Despite 

this, both samples have nearly identical photoluminescence spectra, suggesting the 

emission is emanating from a shared feature such as the wetting layer and the large 

Stranski-Krastanov quantum dots are not luminescent.   

1.2.2 GaAs Nanowires 

The goal of this section is to analyze nanowire growth under conditions more 

favorable to CMOS integration and widespread adoption. We present a concept for 

integrating optoelectronic devices using nanowires as well as study the physics governing 

nanowire formation. This section contains chapters 5 and 6 which discuss nanowire 

growth on polycrystalline films and Bi catalyzed nanowire growth respectively.  

The goal of Chapter 5 is to provide a deeper understanding of GaAs nanowire 

growth on conducting polycrystalline films at temperatures suitable for on-chip 
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applications. The key finding of this chapter is that high quality nanowire growth on 

polycrystalline film at low temperatures is feasible through the use of specific dopants. 

Incorporating Be during deposition significantly improves the nanowire morphology, 

crystal structure, and optical characteristics. Temperature dependent photoluminescence 

emission of Be-doped nanowires, in combination with structural and electrical 

characterization, suggests they are of high enough quality for integrated optoelectronic 

devices.  

The goal of Chapter 6 is to investigate the use of Bi as a catalyst for vapor-liquid-

solid (VLS) nanowire growth. The key finding of this chapter is that VLS growth is capable 

with a Bi catalyst but difficult because of Bi’s volatility at growth temperatures. It is 

demonstrated that nanowire formation can fail during growth due to excessive sidewall 

wetting by the catalyst. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 Scientific Background 
 

1.3.1Overview of Compound Semiconductors 

 

The type of materials used in this work are III-V compound semiconductors. The 

semiconductor material class is famous for their role in creating the age of computers. 
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Semiconductors have conducting properties between that of an insulator and a metal, 

and can be modified by use of doping elements.13 Compound semiconductors are 

composed of two or more materials that form a semiconductor when alloyed together. 

The most common compound semiconductors are the III-V and II-IV semiconductors, 

which consist of materials in group III/II of the periodic table bonding with materials in 

group V/IV respectively. This work is focused solely on III-V semiconductors in the 

Al,Ga,As,Sb,Bi systems. The ability to alloy multiple III-V semiconductor materials into 

ternary and quaternary compounds allows the growth engineer to tune the characteristic 

energy band gap. The band gap is the gap in energy states between the conduction band 

minimum and the valence band maximum. Figure 1.1 is a plot of bandgap vs lattice 

parameter.14 The lines connecting III-V compounds show the representative energy 

ranges of the ternary alloys. 
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Figure 1.1: Plot of the bandgap energy as a function of lattice parameter for 
commonly used III-V semiconductor materials.14 

 

Most III-V semiconductors have a direct band gap, in which the valence band 

maximum and conduction band minimum are at the same position in momentum space.15 

Figure 1.2 is an E-k diagram of GaAs. An E-k diagram plots the electron energy states 

against the wave vector.16 In Figure 1.2 the conduction band minimum and the valence 

band maximum are both at the same position in k-space. In Fig. 1.2 this is the Γ-point 

and the valence band minimum has an energy value of 0eV. This means an electron can 

excite from the valence band to the conduction band without any additional momentum.13 

The energy required for this is equal to the energy separation in Fig. 1.2 and is referred 

to as the energy band gap (EG). In the case of direct band gap semiconductors, this 

energy can be provided by absorbed photons, as photons have very little momentum.15 

For this reason III-V semiconductors are ideal for devices that require photon absorption, 
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such as photodetectors and photovoltaics. Furthermore, by pumping current across the 

band gap, these materials can act as a light emitting diode or laser.  

 

Figure 1.2. Energy band structure of GaAs with respect to momentum space K.16 

 

As mentioned earlier, the compound semiconductors this work will be focused on 

are AlxGa1-xAs, GaAs, GaSb, GaAs with dilute Bi. GaAs is one of the most common 

compound semiconductor and holds the record for a single junction solar cell at 28.8%.17 

GaAs was also used in the development of the first laser.18 As such, it is an ideal 

compound semiconductor to demonstrate novel structures for optoelectronic devices. It 

can easily be alloyed with lattice matched AlAs to tune the bandgap energy from 1.42eV 

to 2.23eV14 and AlxGa1-xAs alloys are often used in conjunction with GaAs solar cells and 
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light emitting devices because of its wider bandgap.19 GaSb has a much narrower energy 

bandgap at 0.726eV.20 Because of this GaSb and its alloys are often targeted for 

applications using infrared light.21 Recently, increasing infrared light absorption has 

become a strategy for improving photovoltaic technologies.22 Some approaches include 

integrating GaSb and other lower energy bandgap materials with other photovoltaic 

technologies.23 

 

1.3.1 Nanotechnology 

Quantum Confinement 

In the bandgap model mentioned earlier, carriers can transfer between the valence 

band and conduction band through excitation and relaxation. Both the valence band and 

conduction band have a certain amount of states for carriers to occupy at a given energy. 

This is known as the density of states (DOS).24 Using electron wavevectors, the DOS can 

be found by deriving the electron volume in k-space with respect to energy. In a three 

dimensional structure, it can be shown that the density of states is proportional to the 

square root of the energy and continuous over all energy ranges. The separation of 

energy between the states in the valence band and the conduction band is what is labeled 

as the bandgap.24 

As the physical dimensions of a material approach the scale of its de Broglie 

wavelength, the optical and electronic properties start to deviate significantly from its bulk 

properties.5 These dimensions are different depending on the material, but are typically 

on the nanometer scale. At these size scales the electron wavefunction becomes 

confined and bandgap increases as the conduction band shifts towards higher energies. 
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Furthermore, carriers can only occupy discrete energy levels. The model for particle in a 

box in 3-D demonstrates the relationship between energy and dimension (1).25 In this 

equation E is the energy of the exciton state, m* is the effective mass, h is the planck 

constant, L is the length in the Cartesian coordinate system, and n is the discrete energy 

state in the respective dimension. As the dimensions shrink, the energy increases. While 

this model is useful for predicting the relative shift in energy at the nanoscale, other factors 

such as strain can have a significant impact on the final value.26 

𝐸 =
ℎ2

8𝑚∗ (
𝑛𝑥
2

𝐿𝑥
2 +

𝑛𝑦
2

𝐿𝑦
2 +

𝑛𝑧
2

𝐿𝑧
2)                                           (1) 

The quantization of energy states in the bandgap is dependent on dimensionality. 

If a material has bulk-like length scales in two direction, and nanoscale dimensions in one 

direction, it is known as a 2D material, and exhibits quantum confinement in only one 

dimension. This has an impact on the DOS and the quantization can be visualized for 2D 

materials. Further reducing the length in other dimensions can result in 1D and 0D 

materials that exhibit two dimensional and three dimensional quantum confinement 

respectively. Figure 1.3 visualizes the effect of the DOS with regards to different levels 

of confinement. In 2D materials, the DOS is independent of energy within finite energy 

ranges, and this confinement is increased with 1D and 0D materials.27 
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Figure 1.3: Illustration demonstrating the differences in the density of states for a) 
3D bulk materials, b) 2D quantum wells, c) 1D nanowires, and d) 0D quantum dots.27 

 

Nanostructures 

Structures that have such small dimensions and can exhibit quantum confinement 

have been labeled as nanostructures, due to their nanometer sized features. There are 

many creative and unique nanostructures, but the fundamental three are presented in 

Figure 1.4. These three nanostructures are often the simplest to fabricate and are the 

types included in the results of the experimental work presented in this thesis. 
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Figure 1.4: Electron microscope images and schematics of the three primary 
nanostructures, the a) quantum well, the b) nanowire, and the c) quantum dot 
 

 Quantum Well: (Fig. 1.4a) A quantum well is thin layer of material that has quantum 

confinement in the direction perpendicular to the layer surface.27 In semiconductors, the 

quantum well is typically fabricated by depositing a few monolayers of material between 

two subsequent films. Typically the quantum well material has a narrow bandgap relative 

to its surrounding films in order to act as a potential well.28 Quantum wells are often used 

in devices such as laser diodes and high electron mobility transistors.28,29 A TEM image 

of  a GaSb quantum well in GaAs can be seen in Fig. 1.4a. 

 Nanowire (Fig. 1.4b): A nanowire, also called a quantum wire, is a structure with 

nanometer sizes in two dimensions with a third unconstrained dimension. Typically the 

structure is cylindrical in shape with the diameter being constrained to the nanoscale, 

hence the “wire” part of the nomenclature.27 However, nanowires with faceted cross-

sections are possible depending on the crystal orientation and fabrication process.30 

Transistors and optoelectronic devices have been fabricated using nanowires but these 

devices have not yet achieved significant commercial success.31 Due to their unique 

geometry nanowires significantly increase the amount of exposed surface area. This 

attribute offers many advantages for electrochemical based devices such as batteries and 
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biosensors.11,32 Lastly, due to their spacing and diameter size, nanowire arrays exhibit 

light trapping effects that can improve the amount of light absorption.33 An SEM image of 

GaAs nanowires can be seen in Fig 1.4b. 

 Quantum Dot (Fig. 1.4c): A quantum dot is a structure that can confine carriers in 

all three spatial dimensions.27 Quantum dots can be fabricated using many different 

methods. Colloidal and solution based quantum dots are the most commercially 

successful and can be used as additives in many products.34 The quantum dots presented 

in this work are all self-assembled epitaxial quantum dots. Semiconductor quantum dots 

are often used for their optical capabilities.   By controlling the particle diameter, one can 

manipulate the wavelength of light associated with the quantum dot.35 Quantum dots are 

also used to create single electron transistors which are necessary in studying electron 

entanglement and other phenomenon that require splitting of electron pairs.36 A TEM 

image of a GaSb quantum dot embedded in GaAs can be seen in Fig. 1.4c. 

 

1.3.3 Surface Energy 

 

Surface energy significantly impacts the formation of nanostructures. 

Nanostructures typically have a high surface area/volume ratio and because of this 

surface effects play a key role in their fabrication.37 In the case of GaSb quantum dots, 

the difference in surface energy of the GaSb quantum dot and GaAs capping layer 

influences the final quantum dot shape, morphology, and dimensions. In the case of GaAs 

nanowires, the difference in surface energy between the liquid catalyst and the substrate 

influence the diameter and quality of the nanowires. 
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Surface energy is the work per unit area done by a force to create a new surface.13 

The change in surface energy at an interface can determine whether the material will 

bead up as a sphere, or spread out as a thin film. Figure 1.5 shows a liquid ℓ on a solid 

s. Depending on the surface energy of the liquid and solid, the liquid will form a sphere 

(Fig. 1.5a), a droplet (Fig. 1.5b), or a thin film (Fig. 1.5c). In the case of spherical 

formation (Fig. 1.5a) the surface energy of the liquid is high relative to the substrate, and 

the liquid prefers to minimize its surface area. In the case of wetting (Fig. 1.5c) the surface 

energy of the liquid is low relative to the substrate, and the liquid prefers to maximize the 

surface area. Wetting occurs when the liquid spreads completely across the surface 

forming a thin film. The angle between the liquid and the substrate is known as the contact 

angle (φ). If the liquid has a high surface energy, the contact angle approaches 180o (Fig. 

1.5a) and if it has a low surface energy it approaches 0o (Fig. 1.5c).13 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Schematic showing a liquid droplet on a solid substrate where the 
droplet has a) high, b) moderate, and c) low surface energy relative to the substrate. 
 

One parameter used to determine the wettability of two materials is known as the 

Spreading Parameter (2), where S is the spreading parameter γs is the surface energy of 

the solid substrate, γℓ is the surface energy of the liquid, and γs-ℓ is the interfacial energy 
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between the substrate and the liquid. If S<0 the liquid partially wets the substrate (Fig. 

1.5b), and if S>0 the liquid completely wets the substrate (Fig. 1.5c).38  

𝑆 = 𝛾𝑠 − 𝛾ℓ − 𝛾𝑠ℓ                                                       (2) 

To more accurately determine the contact angle of liquids on an exposed surface, 

Young’s equation using interfacial energies can be used (3), where γsg is the interfacial 

energy between the solid and gas phases, γsℓ is the interfacial energy between the solid 

and liquid phases, γℓg is the interfacial energies between the liquid and gas phases, and 

φ is the contact angle.13 

𝛾𝑠𝑔 = 𝛾𝑠ℓ + 𝛾ℓ𝑔cos(𝜙)                                                             (3) 

The examples presented here are for liquid-solid interfaces, but surface energy behaves 

similarly for solid-solid interfaces. For GaSb quantum dots capped with GaAs, the surface 

energies of solid-solid interfaces play a key role. For GaAs nanowires, the surface 

energies of liquid-solid interfaces play a key role.  
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1.4 Experimental Methods: Growth and Characterization Techniques 
 

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief introduction to the various growth 

and characterization techniques and tools used in this work.  

1.4.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy  

The bulk of the work presented here is concerning growths using solid source 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). MBE is a form of physical vapor deposition used to create 

ultra high quality thin films with monolayer precision. It is especially useful in the growth 

of crystalline semiconductors. Deposition in solid source MBE is achieved by heating 

various materials until they form an evaporative flux. This flux is directed towards a 

sample stage or substrate. The equipment used in these studies is an EPI 930 solid 

source MBE chamber. A picture of the lab equipment is presented in Figure 1.6.  

 

Figure 1.6: The EPI 930 solid-source MBE chamber used for the growths presented 
in this work. 
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General Information 

The MBE chamber is operated at ultra-high vacuum (10-9-10-11 Torr). This is 

achieved by using multiple pumps and cooling methods. The two types of pumps we 

utilize are throughput and capture pumps. Throughput pumps operate by compressing a 

gas through a vented outlet which is then removed by a secondary backing pump. 

Capture pumps operate by capturing the molecules in the vacuum via gettering or 

freezing.39 In our system we have roughing pump, turbo pump, titanium ion pump and 

liquid helium cryo pump that can all operate on the MBE chamber simultaneously. In 

addition to these pumps there is a shroud around the MBE chamber which can be filled 

with liquid nitrogen. The liquid nitrogen cools the interior walls of vacuum chamber 

causing molecules to attach to it, reducing the vacuum by an order of magnitude. 

 

Figure 1.7: A schematic of the MBE chamber showing the relative positions of the 
sample stage, effusion cells, shutters, and RHEED gun. 
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  Figure 1.7 is a schematic detailing the different components of the chamber in Fig. 

1.6. In the center of the chamber is the sample stage. The sample stage is positioned so 

it faces the effusion cells. In the schematic, multiple effusion cells can be seen on the 

perimeter of one side of the chamber. These effusion cells are responsible for evaporating 

the different elemental source materials. Our chamber contains three different group III 

source materials (Ga, In, Al), three group V source materials (As, Sb, Bi), and two dopant 

source materials (Si, Be). For the group III, dopant, and Bi effusion cells, a pyrolytic boron 

nitride crucible is used. This crucible is filled with extremely pure ingots of each respective 

element. Heating coils surrounding the crucible heat the material until it forms an 

evaporative flux. During daily operation, the flux of these materials is controlled by 

changing the effusion cell temperature. For As and Sb, each effusion cell has a valved 

cracker. In this configuration the effusion cell consists of two independent components: 

the base and the cracking zone. Each component has its own heating elements and 

thermocouples. The base contains the pure elemental source material, and is constantly 

maintained at one elevated temperature. The cracking zone passes the material through 

a series of channels to break down larger molecules.40 The cracking zone also provides 

means of differentiating between different molecules from the bulk (As4 vs As2, Sb4 vs 

Sb2) by changing the temperature. During daily operation, the flux of these materials is 

controlled by opening and closing the cracking zone to different valve positions. In front 

of each of these effusion cells is a pneumatic shutter which can block the escaping flux 

when deactivated. 

The rate of these fluxes is determined by beam flux monitor (BFM) and reflection 

high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) measurements. The BFM is an ion gauge that 
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can be positioned in front of the flux escaping the effusion cell. The ion gauge translates 

the flux of a given material into a background pressure which is directly related to a 

specific deposition rate. BFM measurements are a quick and consistent method of 

measuring flux ratios of two different materials and is especially useful for V/III ratios in 

nanowire growths. RHEED measurements utilize an electron gun and phosphor coated 

screen. The electron gun is positioned so an electron beam glances off the sample at a 

very narrow angle before hitting the phosphor screen. An illuminated pattern is formed 

from the phosphor-electron interaction. The electron gun only interacts with the surface 

of the sample, and produces a diffraction pattern based on the surface structure. A highly 

ordered film produces streaks whereas a disordered film produces spots, rings, or nothing 

at all. During crystal growth, the pattern will oscillate in intensity. A single oscillation 

corresponds to the growth of a monolayer of material and can be used to calculate a rate. 

RHEED measurements are especially useful for growths requiring precise deposition 

such as GaSb quantum dots.41 

Stranski-Krastanov Growth 

There are a variety of specialized growth techniques utilized in this work to create 

desired nanostructures. On such technique is the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth 

method. SK growth is actually one of the three primary growth modes for epitaxial thin 

film heterostructures, the other two being Frank-van der Merwe and Volmer-Weber 

growth.42 SK growth mode is used in this work to create GaSb quantum dots. 
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Figure 1.8: Schematic detailing the a) epitaxial b) critical thickness and c) island 
growth stages in the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. 
 

Figure 1.8 is a schematic detailing SK growth. During SK growth, the group III and 

group V materials are deposited on the substrate simultaneously. This process is strain 

dependent and requires that the depositing material is not lattice matched to the 

substrate. In this work the group III and group V materials are Ga and Sb respectively, 

and the substrate is GaAs. Initially a smooth thin film begins to grow (Fig. 1.8a). As more 

material is deposited, the lattice mismatch between the two materials causes strain to 

build within the film. At some critical thickness, islands form on the surface to compensate 

for the strain (Fig. 1.8b). Further deposition results in subsequent island growth and 

additional island formation (Fig. 1.8c). To create quantum dots, the growth is interrupted 

near the critical thickness so the resulting islands have the desired quantum dot 

dimensions. The critical thickness for dot nucleation is dependent on parameters such as 

the lattice mismatch, temperature, and growth rate.43 The thin epitaxial film formed during 

the initial stages of SK growth is not wholly removed during island formation and is known 

as the wetting layer. 

Droplet Epitaxy Growth 

Droplet Epitaxy (DE) is another growth technique used to create GaSb quantum 

dots.44 Figure 1.9 is a schematic detailing DE quantum dot growth. During DE growth, 
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the group III and group V materials are deposited on the substrate in stages. This method 

is not strain driven and does not require a lattice mismatch between the depositing 

materials and the substrate. In this work the group III and group V materials are Ga and 

Sb respectively, and the substrate is GaAs. Initially, just the liquid group III material is 

deposited on the substrate. As a result, the liquid forms droplets on the substrate (Fig. 

1.9a). Group III deposition is then terminated, and the droplets are introduced to a group 

V flux (Fig. 1.9b). When the group V flux comes in contact with the group III droplets, the 

droplets crystallize into a III-V quantum dot (Fig. 1.9c). There are many different growth 

parameters that can be controlled during DE, such as the substrate temperature, the 

group V deposition rate, and deposition time. By changing these parameters, 

nanostructures of varying morphologies can be created. 

 

Figure 1.9: Schematic showing the a) group III droplet formation, b) group V 

introduction and initial crystallization, and c) final crystallization stages of the 

droplet epitaxy growth method. 

 

Vapor-Liquid-Solid Growth   

The Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism is a growth technique used to create 

GaAs nanowires.45 Figure 1.10 is a schematic detailing VLS nanowire growth.  During 

VLS growth, a liquid droplet is used as a catalyst for crystal growth. Initially the liquid 

forms a droplet on the solid substrate (Fig. 1.10a). When a vapor is introduced, such as 
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Ga and As during MBE growth, the vapor elements dissolve into the catalyst (Fig. 1.10b). 

These solutes then preferentially crystallize at the liquid-solid interface (Fig. 1.10c). 

During this process there can still be epitaxial growth in regions without a catalyst. As 

long as the crystallization at this liquid-solid interface within the catalyst is faster than the 

epitaxial growth in regions without a catalyst, nanowires form. The size of the catalyst 

determines the initial diameter of the nanowire. The VLS mechanism is often used in 

epitaxial growth of semiconductor nanowires in vapor deposition chambers.46 

 

Figure 10: Schematic illustrating the stages of VLS gowth: a) droplet formation, b) 

vapor dissolution, and c) nanowire formation. 

 

1.4.2 Scanning Probe Microscopy 

 

Atomic Force Microscopy 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a form of scanning probe microscopy that can 

measures a sample by applying a force through a mechanical probe as  it is scanned 

across the surface. The mechanical probe consists of a sharp tip attached to a 

piezoelectric modulator by a cantilever. AFM is used extensively in the first section of this 

work to analyze the size, shape, and distribution of GaSb quanum dots on GaAs surfaces. 

AFM’s can be used for a variety of measurements including but not limited to force 

measurements, imaging, and electrical characterization. For the purposes of his work we 
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solely use an AFM for imaging. To image the quantum dots the AFM is put in tapping 

mode. In this mode the piezoelectric modulator oscillates the cantilever causing the probe 

tip to contact the surface at some constant frequency. As the tip is scanned across the 

sample, the cantilever will change in amplitude based on features present on the surface. 

This change in amplitude is measured by a laser that reflects off the end of the cantilever 

into a four-quadrant photodetector. From this information a three dimensional 

topographical image of the surface can be generated. 

Cross-Sectional Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 

Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (XSTM), and more generally 

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), is a form of scanning probe microscopy that 

measures a sample by analyzing the electrical characteristics of a surface when scanning 

a conducting tip across the surface. XSTM is used to measure the morphology and crystal 

structure of GaSb quantum dots and their respective capping layers. This technique 

requires vacuum conditions to operate. It has atomic resolution and is based on the 

principles of quantum tunneling. When the tip is brought near the surface of a sample, a 

bias can be applied to allow electrons to tunnel through the vacuum between the tip and 

the sample. During a scan, either the bias or tunneling current can be kept constant while 

other parameter is recorded. Differences in local density of states, material composition, 

and distance between the tip and the surface, can influence the measurement. The 

measurement differences across the sample are often portrayed as contrast differences 

within images. For example, the GaSb material has a much different contrast then the 

GaAs material in quantum dot measurements. XSTM functions in a similar manner to 

STM except a cleaved cross-section of the sample is measured instead of the exposed 
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surface. I thank my collaborator Dr. Erwin Smakman and his advisor Professor Paul 

Koenraad at the Eindhoven University of Technology for collecting the XSTM 

measurements present in this work. 

 

1.4.3 Electron Microscopy 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a form of electron microscopy that 

produces an image by scanning an electron beam across the sample surface. SEM is 

used extensively in this work, primarily for the analysis of GaAs nanowires.  An SEM 

works by subjecting a sample to an electron beam and measuring the response using a 

variety of detectors. An electron beam is initially produced by passing current through a 

pointed filament. To focus the beam on the sample, the electrons pass through a series 

of magnetic lenses. When electrons interact with the sample they can produce secondary 

electrons, backscattered electrons, and characteristic x-rays. Secondary electrons only 

come from the surface layers of the material and can be used for topographical 

measurements. Backscattered electrons scatter based on the atomic number of a 

material and contain compositional information. Characteristic X-rays can be used for 

compositional information as well. The majority of SEM measurements presented in this 

work are images from secondary electrons to measure nanowire features from various 

growth conditions. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy 
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Transmission electron microscopy (SEM) is a form of electronn microscopy that 

produces an image by transmitting electrons through sample. TEM is used for both GaSb 

quantum dots and GaAs nanowires to analyze crystal structure and defects in the various 

growths. A TEM works by positioning a sample in between an electron beam and a 

detector. In order for the electron beam to pass through the sample, it is necessary to 

make the sample ultra-thin, otherwise the electrons will be lost through scattering events.  

Multiple magnetic lenses are used to focus both the primary and transmitted electron 

beam. An image of the sample can be obtained from the transmitted beam. By changing 

the focus, information on the sample’s crystal structure can be obtained via the image 

diffraction patterns. Both bright field and dark field images are used in this work. Bright 

field images are produced from the direct beam and can contains information on the 

morphology and crystallinity of a nanostructure. Dark field images are produced from 

scattered electrons and can provide more specific information on a specific crystal plane, 

defects or atomic composition. Another TEM technique, electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (EELS), is used in this work. EELS involves measuring the inelastic 

scattering of electrons interacting with the sample to obtain elemental characterization. I 

thank my collaborator Lifan Yan, a PhD candidate in Professor Millunnchick’s group, who 

collected the TEM measurements present in this work. 

 

 

 

 

1.4.4 Photoluminescence 
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Photoluminescence measurements (PL) are a form of optical spectroscopy that 

measures light emission from a sample after using photons to excite carriers within the 

material. PL is used to measure the optical emission of both GaSb quantum dots and 

GaAs nanowires in Parts 1 and 2. PL is a process in which high energy photons from a 

laser are focused on a sample and excites electrons from the valence band to the 

conduction band. These excited electrons then combine with the holes in the valence 

band. Since the valence band is at a lower energy state, the energy is released in the 

form of radiation. The energy of the photon is equal to the energy bandgap.  Electrons 

excited to energies higher than the conduction band do not emit at higher energies, and 

instead lose energy in the form of heat until reaching the conduction band. This process 

is known as thermalization.[ref] Parameters such as laser wavelength, intensity, spot size, 

sample temperature can be controlled using various equipment to enhance the PL 

response of a sample. I thank my collaborators, PhD candidate Marta Luengo-Kovac and 

her advisor Professor Vanessa Sih at the University of Michigan for aiding me in the PL 

measurements presented in this work. 

1.4.5 Atom Probe Tomography 

 

Atom Probe Tomography (APT) is a material analysis technique that is useful for 

3D imaging and compositional measurements on the atomic scale. APT is used to 

measure the compositional features of GaSb quantum dots. Samples for APT are 

prepared by milling the sample into a very sharp tip. The tip is biased with a high voltage 

causing an electrostatic field to form around the end of the tip. By pulsing the tip with a 

laser or high voltage, atoms near the tip can become ionized and are evaporated from 

the surface. These atoms are then projected onto a position sensitive detector which can 
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measure values such as time of flight from the tip to the detector, the mass to charge 

ratio, and X-Y position on the detector. From this data a 3D reconstruction of the tip with 

atomic elemental information can be generated. I thank PhD candidate Lifan Yan who 

collected the APT data presented in this work. 

1.4.6 Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations 

 

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) is a computer simulation based on the Monte Carlo 

method. KMC simulations are used to corroborate proposed GaSb quantum dot growth 

methods and is compared with experimental results. The Monte Carlo method is a class 

of computing algorithms that uses random sampling to solve problems that are difficult to 

approach. In KMC there is a time evolution component and is typically focused on 

observing the transition of a system from its initial state to its final state. The KMC 

simulations used in this work are from software developed by Professor Peter Smereka 

and Dr. Kris Reyes from the Math Department at the University of Michigan. The 

simulation can be used to emulate the random nature of vapor deposition. The simulation 

starts with a substrate of fixed parameters built by stacking atoms on top of each other. 

In this work that substrate is GaAs. Next, vapor deposition is emulated by adding 

additional elements to the surface. These atoms are allowed to diffuse and crystallize. 

Parameters such as deposition rate, temperature, time, and binding energies can be 

modified to observe different crystallization reactions. I thank Dr. Kris Reyes and 

Professor Peter Smereka from the University of Michigan Math department for performing 

the KMC simulations presented in this work. 
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Chapter 2  

Capping Chemistry in GaSb/GaAs Quantum Dots 

 

This chapter investigates the effects of AlxGa1-xAs capping layers on the 

morphological, structural, and optical characteristics of GaSb quantum dots grown on 

GaAs substrates. The Al acts as a diffusion barrier to the Sb that migrates from the 

quantum dots during capping. The samples are analyzed with cross-sectional scanning 

tunneling microscopy (XSTM) and photoluminescence. Samples containing Al 

compounds in the wetting layer exhibited a reduction in quantum dot demolition and an 

increase in the average quantum dot height. However, in the absence of quantum dot 

demolition, strain accumulated around the quantum dots causing defects to form. 

Photoluminescence measurements showed a minor blue shift in the wetting layer 

emission, but no shift in the quantum dot emission. It is proposed that the larger dots are 

too heavily defected to contribute to the photoluminescence emission. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 
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GaSb/GaAs quantum dots and their type II band alignment are of interest for a 

number of semiconductor device applications including intermediate band photovoltaics 

and charge based memory. Recently it has been demonstrated that their morphology, 

structure, composition, and optical properties change significantly when capped.1-5 The 

lattice mismatch between the capping layer and the quantum dot creates a high local 

strain field which induces lateral out diffusion of Sb away from the quantum dot core.6 As 

a result, some percentage of the embedded quantum dots demolish into rings and 

clusters of islands. This creates a non-uniform distribution of nanostructures within the 

structure, which could lead to band broadening. This work attempts to reduce quantum 

dot demolition by preventing the Sb out-diffusion which occurs during capping. To do this 

Aluminum is introduced into the GaAs capping layer. Compared to Ga, Al containing 

compounds generally have higher stronger bond strengths and thus lower surface 

diffusion rates. AlAs also nominally shares the same lattice parameter as GaAs, so 

introducing it into the capping layer does not add any additional strain to the system. Al-

rich capping of GaSb/GaAs quantum dots has also shown to increase the hole localization 

energy which is useful for flash memory applications10,11 as a larger localization energy 

corresponds to longer lifetimes.14 The quantum dots are coupled to a 2D hole gas and 

allows for very fast read and write times.12,13 Due to the type II band alignment in 

GaSb/GaAs quantum dots also make them very interesting candidates for intermediate 

band solar cells.7-9 In this work, GaSb/GaAs quantum dot are grown with Al-containing 

capping layers. The quantum dots are measured structurally using cross-sectional 

scanning tunneling microscopy (XSTM) and optically with photoluminescence (PL).  

2.2 Experimental Methods 
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The quantum dots are grown using a solid-source molecular beam epitaxy 

chamber on GaAs (100) substrates. The method used to create the quantum dots is 

known as the Stranski-Krastanov growth mechanism.[ref] SK growth is a strain driven 

approach in which quantum dots form after a certain critical thickness of lattice 

mismatched material is deposited. In this case, GaSb deposited on GaAs. Prior to 

quantum dot growth an undoped 500nm GaAs buffer layer is grown at 1.0 monolayers 

per second (ML/s) at Ts=580oC. For quantum dot growth the samples were cooled to 

Ts=460oC and 2.3ML of GaSb were deposited at a Ga rate of rGa=0.3ML/s with a 

concurrent Sb flux of BEPSb=8x10-7 Torr. Uncapped quantum dots were measured using 

atomic force microscopy. The original uncapped quantum dots were 4±1nm tall with a 

density of 5x1010cm-2. 

Immediately after quantum dot growth the capping layer was deposited. The 

capping layer consisted of either 50nm of GaAs, 1ML of AlAs with 50nm of GaAs, 3ML of 

AlAs with 50nm of GaAs, or 20nm of Al0.5Ga0.5As with 30nm of GaAs. The capping layers 

were also grown at a rate of rGa=0.3 ML/s with an As flux of BEPAs=6x10-6
 Torr with the 

exception of the Al0.5Ga0.5As layer which was grown at rGa=0.6ML/s. Afterwards the 

sample was annealed for 10 minutes and quenched. 

For XSTM, one sample was grown and consisted of seven quantum dot layers: 

one layer with GaAs capping for the control, and two layers of each Al-containing layer. 

The samples were cleaved under ultra-high vacuum to reveal {110} surfaces. An Omicron 

LT-STM was used and operated at a pressure of p≤3x10-11 Torr and a temperature of 

77K. For PL, four different samples were grown. Each sample had ten layers of quantum 

dots of a single capping chemistry.  
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2.3 Data Analysis 
 

2.3.1 AlxGa1-As Capping of GaSb Quantum Dots 

 

Figure 2.1 shows topographical images of GaSb nanostructures measured by 

XSTM. In Fig. 2.1a-e features can be distinguished from the yellow-orange contrast. At 

the chosen tunneling conditions, the STM was primarily imaging the filled states of the 

group V elements. As such, the contrast is attributed to the differences in the local 

dangling bonds of As and Sb. The lighter contrast in Fig. 2.1 corresponds to Sb. Even 

though we use two different group III atoms (Ga and Al) we do not expect them to 

influence the contrast. Figure 2.1a is an example of a disintegrated quantum dot capped 

with GaAs. The shape is distorted and shows evidence of potential Sb out-diffusion. At 

the base of the quantum dot there is a horizontal contrast line that corresponds to the 

GaSb wetting layer. This wetting layer is present in all quantum dot measurements and 

is a necessary product of Stranski-Krastanov growth. Near the bottom interface of the 

quantum dot, there are some dark shapes present in the image. These are from cleaving 

artifacts and originate form material that was ripped out or left behind when cleaved. This 

is caused from the built up strain of the quantum dots and surrounding GaAs. When 

cleaved, the quantum dots can relax and this can result in these cleaving defects. 

Cleaving defects can also be seen in Fig. 2.1b, c, and e. Figure 2.1b is an example of 

an intact quantum dot capped with 1ML of AlAs. The quantum dot is hemispheric in shape 

and a the bright contrast at the interface is a piece of Sb material projected out of plane 

during cleaving. Figure 2.1c is an example of an intact quantum dot capped with 3ML of 
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AlAs. Compared to Fig. 2.1b this quantum dot is much more pyramidal in shape. Cleaving 

defects can be seen throughout the quantum dot. Figure 2.1d is an example of a 

disintegrated quantum dot capped with 50nm of Al0.5Ga0.5As. This quantum dot 

demolished during capping, forming a ring or separate islands.  

 

Figure 2.1: Select XSTM images of GaSb quantum dots capped with a) GaAs, b) 
1ML AlAs, c) 3ML AlAs, and d) 20nm of Al0.5Ga0.5As 
 

Intact and demolished quantum dots are present in all four samples. Intact 

quantum dots retain the truncated pyramidal and spherical shape of the original quantum 

dots (Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.1c). Demolished quantum dots and can either appear as 

deformed quantum dots (Fig. 2.1a) or segmented structures (Fig. 2.1d). For GaSb 

quantum dots, there is little to no intermixing with the surrounding GaAs. This is clear 

from the absence of alloy fluctuations in the XSTM images (Fig. 2.1). The contrast edges 
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of the quantum dots are very sharp and suggest pure Sb nanostructures. This is unlike 

other quantum dot systems such as InAs/GaAs quantum dots in which intermixing plays 

a key role in alleviating the strain.15,16 

2.3.2 Defect Formation under Aluminum Capping 

 

In addition to measuring the group V distribution, the XSTM measured the 

presence of defects in the capping layer around several of the quantum dots. Figure 2.2 

shows XSTM images of defected quantum dots. Figure 2.2a shows topographical and 

current images of a quantum dot capped with 1ML of AlAs. In the topographical image 

there is a heavy black region in the capping layer directly above the quantum dot. In the 

adjacent image produced from the current measurements, a very clear break in the crystal 

structure is visible in the capping layer on the right side above the quantum dot.  
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Figure 2.2: a) Topographical and b) Current XSTM images of a defected GaSb 
quantum dot capped with Al0.6Ga0.5As 
 

This dislocation extends from the edge of the quantum dot and extends upwards 

before either annihilating or going out of plane. Figure 2.2b shows topographical and 

current images of a quantum dot capped with 20nm of Al0.5Ga0.5As. Similar to Fig. 2.2a 

there is a black contrast region in the capping layer directly above the quantum dot in the 

topographical image. From the current image it is clear that this contrast arises from two 

dislocations. These dislocations originate at the edges of the sides of the quantum dot 

and propagate in the growth direction. The interruption in the lattice parameter caused by 

these dislocations is clearly visible near the point at which the dislocations contact each 

other and annihilate. The area above the quantum dot is relaxed inward compared to the 

surrounding capping layer and suggests tensile strain in that region.  

 

Figure 2.3 is an atomic model of the (110) plane of the GaSb/GaAs quantum dot 

and depicts the defect present in Fig. 2.2b. The larger dots are represent the atoms in 

the surface accessible to the XSTM tip. The smaller dots represent atoms 1ML below 

the larger dots in the in-plane direction. The dotted lines represent the defects and 

extend in the <111> direction. In this model it is proposed that there are several defects 

present at the GaSb-GaAs substrate interface. This is consistent with multiple reports 

that demonstrate that these misfit dislocations can occur during GaSb quantum dot 

growth.17,18 Due to the misfit dislocations and local strain, capping layer deposition in 

the immediate vicinity of the quantum dot does not grow in perfect registry. As a result 

the capping layer material deposited directly on top of the GaSb quantum dot may be 
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displaced by 1ML with the surrounding capping layer, creating a stacking fault.19  This is 

visualized in the model in Fig. 2.3. These stacking faults may terminate in a defect or 

when meeting another stacking fault. 

 

Figure 2.3: Ball-and-stick model of defects form in GaAs capping layer surrounding 
a GaSb quantum dot. 

2.3.3 Statistical analysis of capped quantum dots 

 

In this work 389 quantum dots were analyzed from XSTM measurements across 

the seven different layers. Their size and morphology were recorded and compared 

against the different capping chemistries. Figure 2.4 shows the quantum dot height 

distribution in each of these layers.  In addition to measuring the height, each quantum 

dot is classified as either intact or disintegrated. To be considered disintegrated at least 

10% of the quantum dot shape must have been impacted by capping. Also included is 

the percentage of intact dots that are defected. Due to the 2D nature of XSTM 

measurements, it is estimated that there is a 10% error in the statistical analysis. Figure 

2.4a shows the statistical measurements of GaAs capped quantum dots. The average 
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quantum dot height is 3.1nm and 52% (11%) of the quantum dots were intact (defected). 

Figure 2.4b shows the statistics of quantum dots capped with 1ML of AlAs. The average 

quantum dot height is 4.5nm and 70% (9%) of the quantum dots were intact (defected). 

Figure 2.4c shows the statistics of quantum dots capped with 3ML of AlAs. The average 

quantum dot height is 4.5nm and 79% (17%) of the quantum dots were intact (defected). 

Figure 2.4d shows the statistics of quantum dots capped with 20nm of Al0.5Ga0.5As. The 

average quantum dot height is 4.5nm and 83% (22%) of the quantum dots were intact 

(defected).  

 

Figure 2.4: Bar graphs detailing the fraction of measurements vs. quantum dot 
height in a) GaAs, b) 1ML AlAs, c) 3ML AlAs, and d) Al0.5Ga0.5As samples that are 
intact, disintegrated, and defected 
 

From the statistical measurements of the XSTM quantum dots, it is observed that 

the percentage of quantum dots that remain intact increase when capped with Al-

compounds, from 52% in the GaAs control to 70-83% with Al-compounds. During GaAs 

capping, Sb is known to diffuse laterally from the GaSb quantum dot. The nonsymmetrical 
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outline of the quantum dot in Fig 2.1a is a result of this out-diffusion. Al is much more 

resistant to diffusion than Ga, and prevents the migration of Sb. As a result, more quantum 

dots remain intact. Another observation from the statistical measurements is that the 

average quantum dot height increases from 3.1nm in the control to 4.5nm in the samples 

capped with Al-compounds. This is also consistent with a reduction in Sb out-diffusion. 

The 4.5nm height of the quantum dots in the Al-capped samples is consistent with the 

uncapped AFM height measurements. The increase in percentage of intact quantum dots 

in addition to the increase in quantum dot height suggests that the presence of Al in the 

capping layer preserves the original uncapped quantum dot structure.  

The statistical measurements of the XSTM quantum dots also reveal an increase 

in defects in the Al-compound samples. In the GaAs control, 11% of the quantum dots 

were surrounded with defects, while 9%, 17%, and 22% of the quantum dots capped with 

1ML AlAs, 3ML AlAs and 20nm Al0.5Ga0.5As respectively, were surrounded with defects. 

During quantum dot capping, the lattice mismatch between the quantum dot and the 

capping layer introduces a significant amount of local strain. To reduce this strain, Sb 

diffuses away from the quantum dot core. This is responsible for the quantum dot 

demolition present in Fig 2.1a and Fig 2.1d. In the Al-rich samples, the Al prevents the 

Sb out-diffusion and in order to compensate for the local strain defects form in the 

surrounding capping layer. 

2.3.4 Photoluminescence of AlxGa1-xAs capped GaSb Quantum Dots 

 

Figure 2.5 shows the PL measurements of the four GaSb quantum dot samples. 

The samples were cooled to T=10K and measured using a Coherent Ti:Sapph tunable 

laser at λ=845nm with a spot size of 5µm. An 850nm filter was placed in the path of the 
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collection beam, between the sample and an InGaAs detector. At 845nm, excitation was 

isolated below the bandgap of the GaAs substrate material. The emission is normalized 

to better compare relative peak positions and emission. In each profile there are two clear 

excitation peaks. The higher energy peak corresponds to emission from the wetting layer 

and the lower energy peaks corresponds to emission from the quantum dots.  The wetting 

layer peak position in the GaAs, 1ML AlAs, 3ML AlAs, and 20nm Al0.5Ga0.5As are 1.32, 

1.35, 1.35, and 1.36 respectively. The quantum dot peak position is 1.16eV in all samples. 

Absolute emission was strongest in the Al0.5Ga0.5As sample and weakest in the 1ML AlAs 

sample. The quantum dot/wetting layer emission ratio was also the highest and lowest in 

the Al0.5Ga0.5As and 1ML AlAs samples respectively. 
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Figure 2.5: Normalized photoluminescence measurements of the four capped 
samples 
 

The trends observed in Fig. 2.5 is consistent with the XSTM images. The peak 

positions and relative intensities are also photoluminescence measurements in other 

quantum dot studies.20-22 In Fig. 2.5 there is a blue shift in the wetting layer peak from the 

control to the Al-rich samples. The higher energy emission could be from one of two 

causes. One possibility is that Al incorporated into the wetting layer and the blue shift is 

from the resulting larger bandgap. Another possibility is that the blue shift arises from a 

thinner GaSb wetting layer. It has previously been reported that the Sb out-diffusion that 

occurs during capping will incorporate into the surrounding wetting layer.22 In the Al-rich 

samples, we have demonstrated that Al prevents the out-diffusion of Sb and it is expected 

this would result in a thinner GaSb wetting layer. A thinner GaSb wetting layer would emit 

at higher energies as represented in Fig. 2.5. Considering larger quantum dots in in the 

Al-rich samples are larger in size (Fig. 2.3) it might be expected for them to emit at lower 

energies than the control. However, this is not observed and the quantum dot peak in all 

four samples emit at the same position. It is suggested that only the smaller quantum dots 

with an average height similar to those in the GaAs control are contributing to the 

emission.  
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Figure 2.6: Chart showing the ground state emission for simulated quantum dots 
with various heights 
 

Nemo 3D’s Quantum Dot Lab tool23 was used to simulate the ground state energy 

state of strained GaSb quantum dots at T=10K.  Figure 6 shows the ground state 

emission energy vs. quantum dot height.  Pyramidal quantum dots with heights of 2.4-

6.0nm, diameters of 5-16nm, and aspect ratios of 0.2-0.5 were simulated. Experimentally 

it is observed that the quantum dots emit between 1.10 and 1.25eV (Fig. 5). The 

simulated quantum dots that emit in this range are between 2.5 and 4.0nm tall, which is 

shorter than the average height of the quantum dots in the Al-rich sample. As such, it is 

possible that the larger quantum dots measured in Fig.4 are not emitting and consistent 

with the suggestion that only the smaller quantum dots are contributing to the PL. Also, 

the larger quantum dots have a higher percentage to be surrounded with defects, and 

these defects may be acting as non-radiative recombination centers. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
 

In summary it is demonstrated that the addition of Al to the GaAs capping layer 

can improve the retention of GaSb quantum dots. The percentage of intact quantum dots 

is improved from 53% to 83% in the Al-rich compounds. The Al-compounds successfully 

curtail the out-diffusion of Sb from the GaSb quantum dot, resulting in taller quantum dots. 

Defects form in the capping layer to compensate for the strain imposed by the larger 

quantum dots. The optical PL measurements are consistent with the XSTM 

measurements. A blue shift is observed in the wetting layer emission consistent with a 

thinner wetting layer in the Al-rich samples. No shift is observed in the quantum dot peak 

as only the smaller quantum dots, a feature shared in both the control and Al-samples, 

are emitting. 
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Chapter 3  

Droplet Epitaxy in Lattice Mismatched Systems 

 

This chapter explores the use of droplet epitaxy as a growth mechanism for GaSb 

quantum dots on GaAs surfaces. We observe that growth results differ greatly with what 

has been reported in GaAs/AlGaAs droplet epitaxy. This is due to a higher crystallization 

energy (EC) in lattice mismatched systems. The GaSb nanostructure morphologies 

change from two dimensional islands and nano-pores at low temperatures, to disks and 

compact islands at high temperatures. The structure’s shape is determined by the initial 

Gaℓ droplet volume which is a function of substrate temperature. A qualitative model using 

volumetric relationships is proposed to explain the formation mechanism. Kinetic Monte 

Carlo simulations validate the model with results that closely mirror the observed 

nanostructures. The combined experimental and simulation results demonstrate another 

process to obtain complex nanostructures, widening the design window for devices. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

Self-assembled quantum dots have garnered a lot of interest1,2 because of their 

potential for many optoelectronic devices such as quantum computing,3 photodetectors,4 

lasers,5 spin memory devices,6 solar cells,7 and light emitting diodes.8 GaSb quantum 

dots in GaAs are of particular interest because they exhibit a type II band structure.9 This 

can create spatial separation of charged carriers,10 increasing recombination time, and 

reducing thermal emission,11 which is especially promising for photovoltaic applications. 

GaSb quantum dots are typically grown using the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth 

mechanism.12 However, quantum dots grown using this mechanism have been reported 

to demolish into a range of nanostructures upon capping.13 The quantum dots that remain 

intact are surrounded by strain induced defects. Shorter quantum dots show a decreased 

tendency to be defected, but SK growth gives little control over quantum dot size and 

shape distribution. An alternative method that has emerged is droplet epitaxy.14,15 Droplet 

epitaxy does not require strain for nanostructure formation, and has enabled the creation 

of quantum dots in previous inaccessible systems. Another advantage is that droplet 

epitaxy can be easily tuned to create a variety of structures, such as compact islands, 

disks, and disks.16-18 This has been demonstrated extensively in the GaAs/AlGaAs 

system.19-21 Prior to this work, studies on GaSb droplet epitaxy have only reported 

compact island formation.22-26 In this work we examine droplet epitaxy growth in 

GaSb/GaAs which is a lattice mismatched system. We demonstrate that nanostructures 

ranging from 2D islands, to nano-pores, disks, and compact islands can be grown by 

modifying the substrate temperature and Sb deposition rate. The influence of temperature 

on the nanostructure morphology is very different than what is reported in lattice matched 
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systems.27,28 A mechanism is proposed and explained using a qualitative model based 

on volumetric relationships. The model and results are corroborated with Kinetic Monte 

Carlo simulations. The model and observed mechanisms allow for the controlled design 

of GaSb/GaAs nanostructures and can be extended to droplet epitaxy growths in other 

lattice mismatched systems. 

 

3.2 Experimental Methods 
 

GaSb nanostructures were grown on Si-doped n-type (100) GaAs substrates in a 

molecular beam epitaxy chamber. Each sample had a 500nm GaAs buffer layer grown at 

Ts=570oC grown at a Ga deposition rate rGa=0.6 ML/s with an As flux BEPAs= 6x10-6
 Torr. 

After buffer layer growth the substrate temperature was reduced to TS=200oC at which 

the concurrent As overpressure flux was terminated. The sample was then annealed for 

30 minutes during which the chamber pressure, measured by a tungsten ion gauge, 

typically reached 4x10-9 Torr. Afterwards the sample was heated to 200oC ≤  Ts ≤ 400oC 

without any group V overpressure. Once the substrate equilibrated to the desired growth 

temperature, droplets were formed by depositing 3ML of Ga at a rate of 0.4 ML/s. To 

create GaSb nanostructures, the Gaℓ droplets were subjected to an Sb flux. There was a 

1s delay after closing the Ga shutter before the droplets were subjected to an Sb flux of 

BEPSb=8x10-7 Torr. The shutter controlling Sb remained open for 2, 5, or 10 seconds. The 

Sb flux step was limited to 2s at Ts=200oC because further Sb deposition resulted in a 

polycrystalline Sb film and obscured the nanostructures. Lower substrate temperatures 

required shorter Sb shutter times to prevent polycrystalline Sb from forming on the 

surface. After Sb deposition each sample was annealed for 60s at the deposition 
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temperature and then rapidly cooled to room temperature. Reflection high energy electron 

diffraction (RHEED) measurements were taken during the deposition steps to measure 

surface structure during nanostructure formation. The GaAs film exhibited streaks 

corresponding to a c(4x4) surface prior to droplet epitaxy growth. The RHEED 

transitioned to halos upon the deposition of Ga droplets and became a spot pattern after 

Sb crystallization. The surface topography of each sample was measured with atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). For enhanced AFM resolution, 2nm diameter silicon probes 

were used. 

 

3.3 Data Analysis 
 

3.3.1 GaSb Quantum Dots grown by Droplet Epitaxy 

 

A series of droplet epitaxy GaSb nanostructures grown at increasing substrate 

temperatures and measured by AFM is presented in Fig. 3.1.  The structures grown at 

Ts=200oC (Fig. 3.1a) are a series of wide 2D islands less than a nanometer tall and 60-

200nm wide. The underlying GaAs buffer layer consisted of periodic steps and it is likely 

the 2D islands are from Sb-limited film growth where the Ga was provided by the initial 

droplets.29 There is no evidence of crystallized 3D Ga droplets, likely because at 

Ts=200oC the initial droplet size is very small. The initial Ga droplet size is dependent on 

the substrate temperature and increasing the substrate temperature increases the initial 

droplet size.30 Figure 3.1b shows nanostructures grown at Ts=250oC. The structures in 

Fig. 3.1b very closely resemble Fig. 3.1a in that they are both predominantly 2D islands. 

However, in Fig. 3.1b there are some 3D features, namely the nano-pores (circled). 

These holes are 6-7nm wide and arise from etching of the substrate by the liquid Ga 
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droplets prior to Sb crystallization. Substrate dissolution is a function of temperature with 

Gaℓ droplet etching effects being more prominent at higher temperatures.21 The 2D 

islands in Fig. 3.1b are 20-30 nm wide and are confined to regions near holes. The 2D 

islands are smaller and more isolated than those in Fig. 3.1a. The nanostructures grown 

at Ts=300oC are disks (Fig. 3.1c), each with a hole in the center. 3D islands 2-3nm in 

height (arrows) can be seen decorating the perimeter of each hole. Surrounding the holes 

and 3D islands is a raised disk approximately 0-3nm in height and 80-120nm in diameter. 

The holes in Fig. 3.1c are 11-13nm wide, larger than the holes in Fig. 3.1b, which is 

consistent with larger Gaℓ at higher temperatures. Further increasing the Ts to 400oC (Fig. 

3.2) results in a high density of 3D compact islands. At the center of each group of 

compact islands is a hole and an enlarged island. A close up of one of these features can 

be seen in Fig. 3.2a. The hole is 22-27nm wide, larger than those present in Fig. 3.1b 

and Fig. 3.1c and the island directly on its perimeter is 5nm tall and 30nm wide. The 

remainder of the islands are 15-30nm wide and 3-4nm tall. The “halo” of islands is fairly 

isotropic and approximately 400nm in diameter, much larger than the disks in Fig. 3.1c. 

A lower magnification image of the Ts=400oC nanostructures (Fig. 3.2b) shows that many 

of the halos overlap with each other. Each halo of compact islands corresponds to a single 

Gaℓ droplet, and they because the initial droplets were spaced closer than 400nm (the 

halo diameter) on average.   
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Figure 3.1: AFM images of nanostructures grown by droplet epitaxy at substrate 
temperatures of a) 200oC, b) 250oC, and c) 300oC 
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Examining the nanostructures presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 independently, 

they are qualitatively similar to those reported in GaAs/AlGaAs droplet epitaxy studies. 

Pores, disks, and 3D compact islands are present in both material systems, but the growth 

conditions necessary for fabrication are very different. In GaAs droplet epitaxy, compact 

islands are observed at low temperatures, while disks and pores only form at high 

temperatures and/or low As fluxes.31,32 From Figures 3.1 and 3.2 we demonstrate that 

disks and pores appear at low temperatures in GaSb/GaAs droplet epitaxy, whereas high 

temperatures result in a high density of compact islands. While it is likely that the 

nanostructure shapes result from the same mass-transport mechanisms, there is an 

additional factor in lattice-mismatched droplet epitaxy that is impacting droplet 

crystallization. 

 

Figure 3.2: AFM images of a a) single halo nanostructure and of b) multiple halo 
nanostructures grown at 400oC 
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3.3.2 Droplet Epitaxy Mechanisms in Lattice Mismatched systems 

 

A model for droplet epitaxy in lattice matched systems has been previously 

proposed by Reyes et al 32 and accounts for the formation of the different nanostructure 

morphologies. In this model, the morphology of the GaAs nanostructure is strongly 

influenced by two mechanisms, the crystallization of Gaℓ with As to form GaAs, and the 

out-diffusion of Gaℓ from the droplet center, a process we describe as wicking. We believe 

that these mechanisms are also present in lattice-mismatched systems, but with a 

significant difference in the crystallization process. In lattice-matched systems, the energy 

for crystallization is very low compared to heterogeneous crystallization of lattice-

mismatched materials. As such, there is some energy barrier for crystallization (EC) in the 

GaSb/GaAs that is not present or not a limiting factor in the GaAs crystallization on 

AlGaAs. In lattice-mismatched droplet epitaxy, this energy barrier manifests itself in the 

form of an incubation time approximated with the formula:33 

𝑡𝑖 ≈
1

𝑘𝑇𝐹𝑆𝑏
𝑒
𝐸𝑐
𝑘𝑇                                                               (1) 

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, FSb is the Sb deposition rate in atoms per unit time, 

Ts is the substrate temperature, and Ec is the energy barrier for crystallization. 

Crystallization only begins once the energy barrier is overcome, which takes a certain 

amount of time, ti. In the case of lattice-matched systems, GaAs/AlGaAs, the incubation 

time goes to zero, and can be modeled with the equation in Ref.32 To better explain how 

this impacts GaSb crystallization, we can consider the change in volume of a Gaℓ droplet 

over time: 

𝑉(𝑡) = 𝑉0 − 𝑉𝑐(𝑡) − 𝑉𝑤(𝑡)                                               (2) 
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where V0 is the initial droplet volume Vc is the volume of Gaℓ that is lost due to 

crystallization events and Vw is the volume of Gaℓ that is lost due to wicking events. 

Furthermore, t=0 corresponds to onset of Sb deposition. After a certain time has passed, 

the Gaℓ is consumed completely by these competing mechanisms. The crystallization 

term, Vc, can be explained in greater detail as follows: 

𝑉𝑐(𝑡) = {
0𝑡 < 𝑡𝑖

2𝜋𝛼(𝑅0 − (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖)vc)((𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖)vc)
2
𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑖

                                (3) 

where ti is the incubation time for crystallization to begin, R0 is the initial radius of the 

droplet, vc is the crystallization velocity at the growth front, and α is a shape form factor. 

At t<ti none of Gaℓ has crystallized, but at ti, crystallization is initialized at the triple point 

of the droplet and advances towards the droplet core at a velocity vc. The model assumes 

that the crystallization front is uniform around the perimeter of the droplet and therefore 

can be modeled as a toroid. Figure 3.3 visualizes these terms in a cross-sectional 3D 

schematic of toroid crystallization. The wicking term Vw can be described as follows: 

𝑉𝑤(𝑡) = {
2𝜋l√𝐹𝑆𝑏𝐷𝑅0𝑡𝑡 < 𝑡𝑖

2𝜋l√𝐹𝑆𝑏𝐷(𝑅0 − (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖)vc)𝑡𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑖
                                    (4) 

 

where R0 is the initial radius of the droplet, , FSb is the Sb deposition rate in atoms per unit 

time, D is the effective diffusion constant of Ga on the substrate surface, and ℓ is the 

thickness layer of the material being wicked, which is on the order of the lattice parameter. 

Wicking occurs when the surface tension of the droplet is broke and Gaℓ diffuses away 

from the droplet. This is because when Sb is introduced, the adjacent areas which were 
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group III terminated become Sb-rich, making it energetically favorable for Gaℓ to wet the 

surface. As such, there is a thermodynamic driving force for the Gaℓ to be wicked out of 

the droplet by capillary forces that we model to occur at some velocity proportional to 

(FSbD)1/2.
.
32 The 2D islands, disks, and halos observed in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 are annulus 

of GaSb to form around each droplet from the wicked Gaℓ in agreement with (4). The 

isotropic nature of the experimental disks suggests that diffusivity of Ga on GaSb/GaAs 

surfaces is also isotropic. We expect the thickness of this annulus to decrease further 

away from the droplet. From (4), the time for the entire initial droplet volume, V0, to be lost 

to wicking processes is as follows: 

𝑡𝑤 =
𝑉𝑜

2𝜋𝑅0l√𝐹𝑆𝑏𝐷
                                                      (5) 

where R0 is the initial radius of the droplet, ℓ is the thickness layer of the material being 

wicked, FSb is the Sb deposition rate in atoms per unit time, and D is the diffusion constant 

of Ga on the substrate surface. For growth conditions where the incubation time is greater 

than the wicking time, ti > tw, all of the Gaℓ wicks out before any crystallization events 

occur, resulting in a thin annular GaSb film surrounding the droplet center. This type of 

behavior is observed in Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.1b. To ensure 3D nanostructure formation 

the incubation time needs to be shorter than the wicking time, and this can be manipulated 

by changing the growth conditions. An increase in substrate temperature Ts will reduce 

the incubation time (1), but also impacts the terms DGa and V0. Namely, the diffusion 

constant increases with temperature as does the initial droplet volume. These terms are 

competing processes (5), in that a higher V0 is conducive to droplet crystallization, 

whereas a higher DGa means the Gaℓ wicks at a faster rate. In Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 the 

nanostructures have more 3D features at higher temperatures, suggesting V0 is more 
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greatly impacted by Ts than DGa. At low temperatures, Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.1b the droplet 

volume is very small with a large ti. As a result, the entire droplet wicks away before any 

crystallization can occur and 2D islands form. In Fig. 3.1c and Fig. 3.2 the droplet volume 

is large with a smaller ti, meaning some of the droplet crystallizes along the perimeter. 

Wicking still occurs as evident by the disk in Fig. 3.1c and the halo of islands in Fig. 3.2, 

where the halo in has a greater diameter due to the faster DGa at higher temperatures. 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic illustrating toroid formation that occurs during the initial 
stages of droplet epitaxy crystallization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Morphology Control with Droplet Epitaxy 
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The other term mentioned in equations 1-5 is the Sb flux FSb. While FSb has an 

inverse relationship with both crystallization and wicking, the incubation time is 

proportional to FSb
-1 whereas the wicking time is proportional to Fsb

-1/2, meaning a change 

in FSb has a greater impact on ti. Figure 3.4 shows GaSb nanostructures grown at 

Ts=300oC with a Fsb=4x10-7 Torr. The nanostructures appear as 20-25nm diameter rings 

around a 10-15nm hole. Each hole has a large 3D structure along the perimeter that is 

4nm in dimeter and 3nm tall. The sample grown in Fig. 3.4 is grown at the sample 

temperature as those in Fig. 3.1c (300oC) but with half of the FSb. As such, we observe 

an increase in wicking effects, and a reduction in crystallization effects. The inner 

structure in Fig. 3.1c is similar to the rings in Fig. 3.4, but instead disks there are 2D 

islands of presumably GaSb. With a lower FSb, more Gaℓ was able to wick from the droplet 

before crystallization, as evident by the differences in the annular GaSb structure. 
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Figure 3.4: AFM scan of ring shaped GaSb nanostructures with protrusions 
grown at 250oC 
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Another method of controlling the growths not mentioned in equations 1-5 is by 

modifying the amount of material deposited. Depositing more Gaℓ will increase the droplet 

volume V0. Figure 3.5 shows a film grown at 250oC, the same temperature as the growth 

in Fig. 3.1b, except that 4 ML of Gaℓ is deposited instead of 3ML. The nanostructures in 

Fig. 3.5 are 40-45nm wide rings surrounding 10-15nm holes with protrusions measuring 

10nm wide and 4nm tall (arrows). This is in stark contrast to the 2D islands in Fig. 3.1b. 

Increasing V0 increased the wetting time such that ti < tw and ring shaped nanostructures 

form as a result of droplet crystallization. 

 

Figure 3.5: AFM image of ring GaSb nanostructures grown at 250oC after depositing 
4 monolayers of Ga. 
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3.3.4 Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations 

 

Lastly, up on until now our discussion has largely ignored the elastic strain. During 

crystallization, strain develops due to the misfit between GaSb and GaAs, and portions 

of the film that are thicker than the critical thickness will be unstable and 3D islands will 

form. This is from weak elastic and strong surface forces with this instability occurring 

over relatively large length and time scales. It is reasonable to assume that this occurs at 

a time scale much greater than ti and tw, and as such we simulate a strained GaSb film 

using Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC). The KMC simulations use the strained epitaxial growth 

method used by Smereka and Schulze,34 a short summary of the model can be found in 

Refs.34-39 and it is based in part on algorithms developed in Ref.40 The simulations were 

annealed until the morphologies equilibrated into its metastable configuration.  
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Figure 3.6: Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations of toroids before and after annealed at 
a,b) 300oC and c,d) 400oC 

Figure 3.6 shows two simulation examples, one at Ts=300oC and one at Ts=400oC, 

and in both examples tw>ti. The simulations begin (Fig. 3.6a and Fig. 3.6c) as crystallized 

GaSb annulus in a toroid shape with exponentially decaying heights. The higher 

temperature structure has a larger radius and thinner profile. After annealing, the structure 

at Ts=300oC breaks up to lower the strain energy, forming 3D islands around the crater 

(Fig. 3.6b). Similarly, after annealing the structure at Ts=400oC, the toroid breaks up into 

3D islands (Fig. 3.6d). Due to the large size of the higher temperature structure, multiple 

islands form along the length of the radius. The post-annealed nanostructures observed 

in Fig. 3.6b and Fig. 3.6d closely resemble the experimental growth sin Fig. 3.1c and 

Fig. 3.2, corroborating the model and relationships presented in this work. Halos such as 
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those present in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.6b have been observed in other lattice mismatched 

systems, namely InAs/GaAs droplet epitaxy, except that halos are anisotropic in shape 

due to anisotropic diffusion. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 
 

This work shows that droplet epitaxy of GaSb  can be used to create a wide range 

of nanostructures including 2D islands, holes, disks, rings, halos, and compact islands. 

We demonstrate control over the morphology by changing substrate temperature, the 

amount of Gaℓ deposited, and Sb flux. The droplet epitaxy growth is a competition 

between the outdiffusion and crystallization of Gaℓ. At small droplet volumes, 

characteristic of low temperatures, Gaℓ outdiffusion dominates with only 2D structures 

visible. At large droplet volumes, characteristic of high temperatures, crystallization of the 

Gaℓ is much more prevalent. Depositing more Gaℓ allows for the crystallization of 3D 

features at lower temperatures, and using a lower Sb flux allows more Gaℓ outdiffusion. 

Wicking occurs concurrently with crystallization, and if the thickness of the wicking layer 

greater than the critical thickness, it can form 3D islands. The growth mechanisms for 

lattice mismatched droplet epitaxy are modelled using volumetric relationships and 

corroborated using Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.  
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Chapter 4  

A comparison of SK and DE quantum dot growth 

mechanisms in GaSb/GaAs system 

 

This chapter compares GaSb nanostructures embedded in GaAs grown using the 

Stranski-Krastanov (SK) and droplet epitaxy (DE) growth mechanisms. Using the 

observations and model presented in Chapter 3 we create GaSb rings with similar 

dimensions to the GaSb quantum dots presented in Chapter 2 and provide a side-by-side 

comparison. When capped with GaAs and measured with APT, we observe that the SK 

dots are compositionally consistent with their topographical morphologies, but the DE 

structures, which appear as rings in AFM measurements, compositionally resemble 

compact islands. Furthermore, substantial intermixing between the Gaℓ droplet and the 

GaAs substrate during DE results in a nanostructures with only 14-20% Sb concentration 

as opposed to 36-40% in SK. TEM measurements of SK quantum dots show a range of 

intact and demolished morphologies with a percentage of structures exhibiting defects 

that extend from the quantum dot to the capping surface. Measurements of DE dots show 

uniform size and shape across the sample with no evidence of defect formation in the 

capping layer. Lastly, despite having drastically different structures post-capping, 

photoluminescence measurements of both the SK and DE samples are strikingly similar. 

The emission in both samples is likely caused by a shared feature such as the wetting 
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layer as opposed to quantum dots, especially since the Sb wetting layer concentration 

profiles are nearly identical between the two samples. 

4.1 Introduction 

GaSb quantum dots embedded in GaAs exhibit a type II band offset,1,2 making 

them integral components to the design of many different next generation devices 

including photovoltaics,3 lasers,4 charge based memory devices,5 and quantum logic 

gates.6 In order for these devices to function efficiently, the embedded quantum dot 

morphology and their spatial distribution needs to be precisely controlled. It is typical to 

use strain driven mechanisms such as Strasnki-Krastanov to grow self-assembled GaSb 

quantum dots on GaAs surfaces.7 After depositing a certain thickness of GaSb, the built 

up strain in the film causes 3D islands to form. This technique can been used to 

preferentially order quantum dots on surfaces with non-uniform strain fields, such as the 

capping layer over a previous layer of quantum dots.8 It has been demonstrated in 

previous studies, as well as in Chapter 2, that embedded GaSb quantum dots have a 

tendency to break up into rings and clusters.9 Droplet epitaxy is an alternative method of 

forming quantum dots that is not strain driven.10 In this method, Ga is first deposited to 

form a liquid droplet that is then crystallized upon exposure to an Sb flux. This technique 

can be used to create GaSb nanostructures in a wide range of morphologies, as 

demonstrated in Chapter 3.11 Much less is known about the integrity of capped droplet 

epitaxy nanostructures and how they compare to other capped quantum dots. 

In this study we grew nanostructures of similar size using both SK and DE growth modes 

and compare the effects of capping in a side-by-side comparison. The nanostructures are 

capped in identical manners and analyzed for their integrity. Atom probe tomography and 
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transmission electron microscopy is used to analyze the nanostructure composition, 

shape, uniformity, and capping layer. Photoluminescence is used to measure the optical 

response of each sample, and despite significant changes in morphology and structure 

as a result of capping, the emission is nearly identical. This suggests that a shared feature 

such as the wetting layer is responsible for the response, as opposed to the capped 

nanostructures. 

4.2 Experimental Methods 

In this work, two samples were grown using a solid source molecular beam epitaxy 

chamber. Each sample consisted of a single layer of GaSb nanostructures, one using SK 

and the other DE growth methods. Initially, a 500nm GaAs buffer layer is grown on n-type 

(001) GaAs substrates at a growth rate of 0.6 monolayers per second (ML/s) at Ts=580oC. 

Afterwards the substrate was cooled to Ts=460oC and the nanostructure layer was grown. 

For the SK sample, Ga and Sb was concurrently deposited at a Ga deposition rate of 0.3 

ML/s with a beam equivalent pressure of BEPGa=2.2x10-7 Torr and an Sb flux of 

BEPSb=8.0x10-7 Torr. The nanostructures were annealed for 1 minute at Ts=460oC and 

the growth procedure closely mimicked conditions in other GaSb SK studies. For the DE 

sample, the growth conditions were chosen so the nanostructures had similar dimensions 

to the SK sample. After buffer growth the sample was cooled to Ts=200oC and annealed 

for 30 minutes without any As overpressure. Next, the substrate was heated to Ts=350oC 

and allowed to equilibrate, while maintaining no As overpressure. Liquid Ga droplets are 

formed by depositing 4ML of Ga at 4ML/s (BEPGa=2.8x10-7 Torr) followed by 1s of 

annealing. GaSb nanostructures are formed by introducing the droplets to an Sb flux for 
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ten seconds (BEPSb=5.0x10-7 Torr) for 10 seconds followed by a 1 minute anneal at 

Ts=350oC. 

An identical 50nm GaAs capping layer was grown on top of each nanostructure 

layer. For the first 10nm, GaAs is deposited at Ts=350oC at a Ga rate of 0.4 ML/s 

(BEPGa=2.8x10-7 Torr, BEPAs=6.0x10-6 Torr). Next, the sample was heated to Ts=460oC 

and 40nm of GaAs is grown at the same growth rate. The sample was annealed for 1 

minute at this temperature and then rapidly cooled. The sample never exceeded the 

temperature used for the SK growth step to prevent any high temperature Sb diffusion 

and preserve the capped nanostructures morphologies. 

4.3 Data Analysis 

4.3.1 Morphology of SK and DE quantum dots 

Figure 4.1 shows uncapped GaSb nanostructures grown by both SK and DE 

growth mechanisms measured by AFM. The SK nanostructures (Fig. 4.1a) are dots that 

are approximately 30±10nm in diameter and 4±1nm tall and have a planar density of 

3.0x1010 cm-2, consistent with the study in Chapter 2 and other reports. Comparatively, 

the DE nanostructures (Fig. 4.1b) are rings that have an outer diameter of 50±5nm, an 

inner diameter of 15±3 nm, a height of 1.5±0.5nm, and a density of 5.0x109 cm-2. The 

rings are formed from competing crystallization and out diffusion events, discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 3.11 Along the perimeter of the rings there are regions of 

increased height as indicated by arrows. These protrusions are approximately 1nm taller 

than the remainder of the ring (2.5 ± 0.5 nm) and are consistent with the features observed 

in other DE studies, including Chapter 3.7,11,12  
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 Figure 4.1: Atomic Force Micrographs of uncapped a) SK and b) DE 
nanostructures. 

 

The capped nanostructures were milled into tips and measured using APT. Figure 

4.2 shows a planar top-down view of the SK (Fig. 4.2a) and DE (Fig. 4.2b) APT 

reconstructions. Regions that are shaded purple correspond to areas with a measured 

Sb concentration ≥ 9%. In each sample there is a layer of loosely scattered purple dots 

that occupy the entire field of view. This corresponds to the wetting layer and is present 

in both samples. Greater detail in how the wetting layer is formed from each of these 

processes can be found in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. In each sample there are solid 

purple regions which correspond to the composition of the capped nanostructure. The SK 

nanostructure (Fig. 4.2a) appears as a dot that is approximately 15nm wide and 4nm tall. 

This is consistent with some of the smaller dots in the AFM image (Fig. 4.1a) and previous 

studies of capped SK quantum dots. Measurements of larger quantum dots by APT have 
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shown the effects of quantum dot dissolution.[ref] The DE nanostructures (Fig. 4.2b) also 

appear as dots in the APT measurements. The sample consists of two pairs of dots that 

measure 3-5nm wide and 2-3nm tall. In each pair the dots are separated by approximately 

10-12nm. This is in direct contrast with the AFM image (Fig. 4.1b) in which the DE 

nanostructures appear as rings. The dots present in the APT likely correspond to the 

protrusions observed in Fig. 4.1b, but the remainder of the ring is not visible, suggesting 

its composition is indistinguishable from the surrounding wetting layer. As such, the ring 

shape is likely formed as a result of Gaℓ droplet substrate dissolution as opposed to Sb 

crystallization of Gaℓ. The GaAs displaced by the droplet builds up around the perimeter 

of the droplet creating a ring. Then when Sb is introduced, crystallization is isolated to 

one or two spots around the perimeter of the droplet and the remainder of the ring 

becomes a part of the wetting layer. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Planar sections of Atom Probe Tomography reconstructions showing 
the distribution of Sb atoms for a) SK and b) DE nanostructures. Areas in the APT 
reconstructions with at least 9% Sb concentration or higher are shaded in purple.  
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4.3.2 Antimony Compositional Profiles of SK and DE quantum dots 

The Sb concentration was measured through the droplets and the wetting layer as 

a function of distance. Figure 4.3 shows the compositional profiles in the form of cross 

sectional contour maps and line scans. For the contour maps of the SK (Fig. 4.3a) and 

DE (Fig. 4.3b) dots, a 30nm x 6nm x 6nm region was sampled and plotted as an average 

of the 6nm thick region. The SK map (Fig. 4.3a) shows a single dot that is 19nm±2nm 

wide, 4nm±1nm tall, and has a truncated pyramid shape with a concentration of 32%±2% 

in the center. The DE map (Fig. 4.3b) shows the cross section of two dots within a single 

pair. The larger dot is isotropic with a diameter of approximately 4nm±1nm and has a 

maximum Sb concentration of 12%±2%, significantly less than the SK dot. The 

concentration of the DE dot more closely resembles a GaAsSb ternary nanostructure as 

opposed to a pure GaSb quantum dot. During DE growth, a portion of the As in the 

substrate dissolves into the liquid droplet. This As later incorporates during crystallization, 

reducing the Sb content of the nanostructure. Line profiles taken from 2nm diameter 

sections and sampled through the center of both the SK and DE quantum dot can be 

seen in Fig.  4.3c. The maximum Sb concentration measured by the line profile is 

36%±2% and 14%±2% in the SK and DE nanostructures respectively. The growth 

interface corresponds to 0nm and the maximum is reached at 1nm. The width of the 

profiles correspond to the height of the nanostructures and are approximately 4nm±1nm 

and 2nm±1nm for the SK and DE samples respectively. The slope of the Sb concentration 

between 0nm and 1nm in the Sk profile is twice that of the DE profile, suggesting a more 

balanced Sb distribution in the DE dot. This is consistent with the DE growth mechanism 
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and contour map in Fig. 4.3b. It also suggests that the DE dot is more isotropic as the 

concentration is more consistent across the nanostructure. 

 

Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional contour maps of the Sb concentration in both a) SK 
and b) DE nanostructures. Single line Sb compositional profiles through the c) 
nanostructures and the d) wetting layer in both SK and DE samples.  

A 10 nm diameter region of the wetting layer far removed from the quantum dots 

was sampled for Sb concentration. Figure 4.3d shows the wetting layer Sb concentration 

as a function of film depth in both the SK and DE samples. In both samples the Sb wetting 

layer had a maximum composition of 5.5% ± 1.2%. Typically we would expect a sharp 

wetting layer interface and the Sb concentration would follow an exponential decay. 

However, we observe a Gaussian distribution due to the intermixing of Sb during the atom 

probe measurement. Nevertheless, the SK and DE profiles in Fig. 4.3d are nearly 
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identical, and this suggests that the wetting layers in both samples are similar within 

resolution of the APT measurement. The SK profile does have a high concentration tail 

at high depths and this is possibly due to the disintegration of capped GaSb quantum 

dots. It has been suggested by other reports that DE can be used to create GaSb quantum 

dots in the absence of a wetting layer.13-18 DE growth without a wetting layer has been 

demonstrated in the GaAs/AlGaAs system,19 but this procedure does not with 

GaSb/GaAs nanostructures. To create nanostructures without a wetting layer, the 

nanostructure and underlying substrate must share the same group V material. During 

the initial stages of DE, the substrate becomes terminated with Ga atoms, and in some 

regions droplets form. When Sb is introduced the Ga terminated surface becomes a 1ML 

GaSb wetting layer. It has also been demonstrated that the SK quantum dots result in a 

wetting layer that resembles 1ML of GaSb.20 As such, it is not surprising that there are 

such similarities in Fig. 4.3d. 

4.3.3 Structural Analysis of SK and DE quantum dots 

It is known that capped quantum dots may exhibit a distribution of nanostructures 

of varying morphologies.9,20 Transmission electron microscopy is used to measure the 

structure of multiple quantum dots, and select structures can be seen in Fig. 4.4.  Similar 

to other reports, we observe that a portion of the SK quantum dots demolish into rings 

and island clusters. Figure 4.4a is a low magnification high angle annular dark field 

(HAADF) image of the SK sample. In the center of the image a demolished quantum dot 

and its corresponding clusters is visible. Two additional demolished quantum dot 

structures are visible on the left and right sides of the image. A horizontal line 

corresponding to the wetting layer sits just below each of these quantum dots and passes 
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through the entire image. Four additional contrast lines can be seen directly above the 

central quantum dot cluster. Two of these lines extend along the ⟨111⟩ from the cluster to 

the surface. These contrast lines arise from the strain associated with stacking faults 

originating near the quantum dot clusters.21 

 

Figure 4.4: TEM images of capped a-c) SK and d-e) DE nanostructures. High 
resolution images of an b) intact SK dot, a c) defected SK dot and e) DE ring  

High magnification high angle annular dark field (HAADF) and annular dark field 

(ADF) images of a single quantum dot can be seen in Fig. 4.4b. The quantum dot is intact 

and in the HAADF image the truncated pyramid shape is well defined showing that it is 

5nm±1nm tall and 25nm±1nm wide, consistent with the AFM measurements (Fig. 1a). 
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The contrast in the HAADF image is from atomic scattering from the larger Sb atoms. 

Alternatively, the contrast in the ADF image is more influenced by the lattice mismatch 

strain causing the quantum dot boundaries to be blurry and less defined.  

Figure 4.4c shows high magnification HAADF and ADF images of another 

quantum dot 5nm±1nm tall and 20nm±1nm wide. The perimeter of the quantum dot is 

clearly defined in the HAADF image, but is obscured by strain in the ADF image, similar 

to Fig. 4.4b. However, unlike Fig. 4.4b, two defects, signified by the arrows in the HAADF 

image. The defects are from the lattice mismatch between the GaSb and the underlying 

GaAs. These defects significantly impact the ADF image causing severe distortion of the 

quantum dot features. In combination with the defects present in Fig. 4.4a, it is evident 

that the SK dots may introduce a significant amount of strain in both the capping layer 

and immediately around the nanostructure. This is consistent with other studies on 

capped SK GaSb quantum dots.9,20,22 

Figure 4.4d is a low magnification image of the DE nanostructures and the capping 

layer. The quantum dots are very consistent in size and shape across the sample and 

range from 2-3nm in height and 5nm±1nm in diameter, consistent with AFM (Fig. 4.1b) 

and APT (Fig. 4.3b) data. A thin wetting layer can be seen between each of the dots. We 

observe no evidence of defects in the capping layer, but this is not surprising since the 

dots in the DE sample are short and have a lower Sb concentration than the SK dots. 

Figure 4.4e is high magnification HAADF and ADF images of a single quantum dot. The 

lower Sb concentration of the DE dot causes less scattering in the HAADF image, making 

the shape harder to discern. The quantum dot outline can be better seen in the ADF 

image where the lattice mismatch strain adds to the contrast.  
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Figure 4.5: EELS analysis of a)SK and b) DE quantum to dots. A TEM image 
showing the sampling area (dotted line) is included  

It has previously been suggested that quantum dots grown by droplet epitaxy may 

retain elemental Ga within the quantum dot core.23 To analyze the relative elemental 

composition of  both the SK and DE GaSb quantum dot cores, energy loss spectroscopy 

(EELS) was used in conjunction with TEM. Figure 4.5 shows the EELS data of a single 

quantum dot nanostructure in both the SK (Fig 4.5a) and DE (Fig 4.5b) samples. The 

EELS spectrum is collected in the growth direction and outined with the dotted line the 
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adjacent TEM image of the nanostructure. In the EELS spectrum, the growth interface 

corresponds to a Z-height of 0nm and each line profile represents the integrated counts 

of the energy spectrum peaks associated with Ga, As and Sb. The EELS data for the SK 

sample (Fig. 4.5a), taken over 12nm, shows that there is a sharp increase and decrease 

in Sb and As counts respectively at the growth interface. This is later followed by a gradual 

decline and increase in Sb and As counts respectively. This response is associated to the 

SK dot and directly corelates to the nanostructure in the TEM image. While it is expected 

for there to be a sharp interface in the Sb concentration at the growth interface, we 

observe a sloped rise due to significant microscope drift that occured during data 

collection. Nevertheless, the width of the Sb count peak correlates to the height of the SK 

nanostructures measured by AFM and APT, within error. The maximum Sb concentration 

is measured at 40±5%. In the DE sample (Fig 4.5b) the EELS data is collected over 8nm 

and we observe a similar rise and decrease in Sb and As counts. The As counts 

consistently remain greater than the Sb counts across the entire scan range, but the width 

of the Sb peak also corresponds to the size of the nanostructure as measured by APT 

and AFM. The maximum Sb concentration is measured at 20±5%. The Sb concentration 

value is higher than the APT measurements in both the SK and DE sample, but are within 

error. Because the Ga counts are nominally constant in both the SK and DE samples, it 

is unlikely this DE dot has an elemental Ga core. 
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4.3.4 Photoluminescence of SK and DE quantum dots 

Figure 4.6 shows photoluminescence data of a single layer of nanostructures 

grown using SK and DE growth methods. Figure 4.6a is a PL spectrum from the SK 

nanostructures. The spectrum appears as broad emission centered at 1.22eV with two 

narrow peaks at 1.20eV and 1.14eV. Figure 4.6b is a spectrum of DE nanostructures 

which exhibits emission similar to the SK sample, namely broad emission centered at 

1.22eV with narrower peaks at 1.20eV and 1.14eV. In addition, there are two peaks at 

1.08eV and 0.98eV.  Considering that the broad emission at 1.22eV is present in both SK 

and DE samples, it likely results from a shared feature. For example, it is possible that 

the DE quantum dots closely resemble demolished SK quantum dot clusters in size and 

shape. However, this is unlikely because demolished SK dots exist in a wide range of 

morphologies whereas the DE dots are consistent across the sample. The similarities 

between the SK and DE wetting layers in both Fig. 4.3d and Fig. 4.6 strongly suggest 

that the emission is from wetting layer feature. Broadened emission at 1.22eV Fig. 4.6 

has been reported in other GaSb quantum dot studies and has been attributed to a 

distribution of quantum dot sizes.16,24-27 This is unlikely because in the APT (Fig. 4.2) and 

TEM analysis (Fig. 4.4), the tall quantum dots in the SK sample are not present in the DE 

sample. Lastly, a portion of the emission in Fig. 4.6 could also be from dilute Sb defects 

in the GaAs matrix.28  
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Figure 4.6: Photoluminescence measurements of a) SK quantum dots and b) DE 
quantum dots with the GaAs substrate peak removed. Measurements were taken 
at 10K by a 633nm HeNe laser with a spot size of 5 μm and an intensity of 3mW. 
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 Figure 4.7 shows some additional photoluminescence data of droplet epitaxy and 

SK nanostructures. For these measurements, two samples with quantum dots grown in 

the exact same manner as in Fig. 4.1 were fabricated along with an additional droplet 

epitaxy sample was grown. The new structure is pictured in Fig. 4.7a and resemble discs 

approximately 100±10nm with a central dot approximately 10±1nm. These structure are 

fabricated by increasing the Sb flux from 2.8x10-7 to 8.0x10-7 Torr. Figure 4.7b shows the 

photoluminescence data of the three samples and overlaid on top of each other. Since 

the spectrums are very similar to each other, light grey drop lines are used to represent 

the emission from the SK sample. The measurements were done with a 633nm laser and 

an 850nm filter. The tail of the GaAs peak can be seen at high energies. Similar to Fig. 

4.6 there is emission at 1.2 and 1.14eV. In these measurements there are no additional 

peaks at higher energies in the droplet epitaxy sample. The data in Fig. 4.7 demonstrates 

that his emission is reproducible and consistent with yet another nanostructure 

morphology. This further supports the suggestion that the emission is from a shared 

feature such as the wetting layer. 
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Figure 4.7: a) AFM image showing GaSb Discs grown by droplet epitaxy and b) 
Photolumminescence measurements of SK dots, DE rings, and DE disks. 
Measurements were taken in the same manner as Figure 4.6 
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4.4 Conclusions 

In summary, we present on the composition, structure, and optical characteristics 

of GaSb nanostructures grown by the Stranski-Krastanov and droplet epitaxy growth 

mechanisms. GaSb ring structures grown by DE are proven to more closely resemble 

GaSb dots because of the Sb concentration distribution. This indicates DE growth causes 

heavy As intermixing to occur. The final nanostructure has a much lower Sb concentration 

than SK dots, but do have increased isotropy. This leads to less strain and prevents 

defects from forming during capping. EELS measurements indicate that there is no liquid 

Ga core in the DE dots. Furthermore, the similarities between the SK and DE 

photoluminescence spectrums suggest that only the wetting layer is emitting. 

4.5 GaSb Quantum Dot Motivations and Applications 

GaSb exhibits a type II-band offset with GaAs, meaning GaSb quantum dots will 

confine holes within a potential well, but not electrons. This creates a spatial separation 

of the electron-hole pair which lengthens recombination time and improves carrier 

collection.1 Due to how sensitive quantum confinement effects are to nanostructure size, 

the ability to control the shape, size, and concentration of GaSb is vital for design of 

numerous next generation electronic devices, including photovoltaics,29 charge based 

memory,5 quantum computing,30 and even light emission. For high efficiency photovoltaic 

applications, specifically intermediate band designs, GaSb quantum dots are embedded 

in GaAs. Multiple quantum dots are aligned within the GaAs matrix and interact with each 

other form an intermediate band state within the band gap. This enables the solar cell to 

more efficiently capture incident infrared photons. Theoretically, intermediate band solar 

cells will maximize current by absorbing more photons while maintaining the higher 
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potential of the matrix material.[ref] The quality of this intermediate band is determined in 

part by the quantum dot shape, position, and uniformity.[ref] Another application of GaSb 

quantum dots are quantum based memory applications.[ref] In traditional charge based 

memory, a floating gate is charged and acts as a method of storing information. An SiO2 

layer acts as a 3.2eV energy barrier and the information can be stored upwards of 10 

years. However, one drawback of this design is the relatively slow read and write times. 

This can be improved using III-V quantum dots because of the ability to adjust the energy 

barrier height through modification of the nanostructure size. The lifetime of stored 

information would depend on the carrier lifetime within the quantum dots.  Due to the type 

II band alignment and hole confinement, GaSb/GaAs quantum dots can exhibit long 

storage times, with measured values at 1.6s at room temperature. 
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Chapter 5  

GaAs Nanowires for on-chip optoelectronic device 

integration 

 

High quality GaAs nanowire growth is demonstrated on polycrystalline films at 

temperatures of 400oC. Undoped, Si-doped, and Be-doped nanowires were grown at 

Ts=400oC on oxide (indium tin oxide) and metallic (platinum and titanium) films.  Be 

doping is shown to significantly reduce the nanowire diameter and improve the nanowire 

aspect ratio to 50:1. Photoluminescence measurements of Be doped nanowires are 1-2 

orders of magnitude stronger than undoped and Si-doped nanowires and have thermal 

activation energies of 14meV, which is comparable to nanowires grown on crystalline 

substrates.  Electrical measurements confirm that the metal-semiconductor junction is 

Ohmic. Changing the doping element during growth allows the growth of core-shell 

nanowire structures. These results demonstrate the feasibility of integrating nanowire-

based optoelectronic devices directly on CMOS chips. 

5.1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks are the backbone of the evolving system of 

interconnected commercialized devices known as the Internet of Things.1 These networks 

are comprised of low power sensor nodes utilized in smart appliances, environmental 

monitors, and implantable biomedical devices.2-4
 Millimeter scale sensors have already 
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demonstrated energy-autonomous operation using photovoltaic cells in conjunction with 

both solar5-7 and indoor lighting.8 Incorporation of optoelectronic devices into wireless 

sensor nodes is currently achieved externally by wire bonding separate components into 

a stacked unit.5,9 Integrating silicon CMOS and III-V optoelectronic devices as a single 

component would eliminate the need for wire bonding and decrease the thickness. 

Material incompatibility, especially between the Si-based logic circuits and the GaAs-

based optoelectronics, limits this approach due to defects formed between dissimilar 

materials.10,11 There has been some success using lattice engineered substrates,12 flip-

chip13 and fluidic self-assembly methods,14 but the amount of processing and thus the 

cost required for these techniques is excessive for most applications.  

  This study attempts to integrate these devices by using self-assembled GaAs 

nanostructures. Nanowires will act as the active region of the optoelectronic device and 

will be grown directly on the surface of the pre-packaged sensor. The nanowires can be 

grown on either an exposed metal pad, or subsequently deposited conducting films. It 

has already been demonstrated that nanowires can be used to create light emitting 

diodes15-19 and solar cells with a fraction of the material.20-24 To enable on-chip nanowire 

growth, sufficiently high quality nanowires have to be deposited directly on polycrystalline 

conductive layers at temperatures at or below 450oC to prevent degradation of metallic 

interconnects.25 GaN nanowire LEDs have been grown on metallic films with great 

success but requires substrate temperatures of 800oC.26,27  GaAs nanowire growth by 

vapor deposition has previously been demonstrated on polycrystalline films with mixed 

results.28-31 In some reports the nanowires have a high aspect ratio with full surface 

coverage, but in others the nanowires are sparse and misshapen. Here we present on 
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the growth of GaAs nanowires on polycrystalline conducting films at 400oC. We 

investigate the impact of doping and growth rate on the nanowire density and morphology. 

We find that the structural and optoelectronic quality can be improved with Be dopants. 

Be doped nanowires have a high aspect ratio (50:1), a reduced number of stacking faults, 

and strong room temperature photoluminescence.  Switching doping elements during 

growth demonstrates control over axial and sidewall nanowire growth, enabling core-shell 

nanowire formation. This study presents a significant step forward towards the direct 

integration of III-V devices on CMOS technology. 

5.2 Experimental Methods 

Three polycrystalline films were examined as substrate candidates, indium tin 

oxide, platinum, and titanium. For the samples with ITO films, oxide-free p-doped silicon 

substrates were coated with 100 nm of ITO at room temperature at rate of 1.8 A/s with 

40sccm Ar and 1sccm O2 at 139W of DC power. For samples with Pt films, Pt/TiO/Si/SiO2 

substrates were purchased from Radiant Technologies. For samples with Ti films, 4nm 

of titanium was e-beam deposited on oxide-free Si wafers using an Enerjet system.  

Each substrate was coated with a thin film of Au to act as the catalyst necessary 

for nanowire growth. For both ITO and Pt films, 5nm of Au was sputter coated at room 

temperature under 5 mTorr vacuum for 16s with the Ar plasma at 18V. For the Ti film, 

5nm of Au was deposited using e-beam deposition immediately after Ti deposition. This 

both prevents Ti oxidation and acts as the catalyst for nanowire growth.  

The GaAs nanowires are grown using a solid source molecular beam epitaxy 

chamber and the well-known Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism.32 GaAs growth 
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without an Au catalyst resulted in the growth of a rough film and no nanowires. Samples 

were heated to 400oC, after which they were exposed to an As4 flux. The growth 

temperature was found by heating sensors containing wire-bonded stacks of Si devices 

developed by Blaauw et al.5-7 in the chamber to find an upper limit before device failure. 

These samples were heated to 300, 400, and 500oC and annealed for 30 minutes and 

removed. Devices annealed to 500oC exhibited open circuit responses whereas samples 

heated to 400oC and 300oC remained functional, consistent with other CMOS 

temperature studies.25 Thus, all subsequent nanowire growths were conducted at 

substrate temperatures of 400oC, and to initiate growth, Ga was introduced at a rate either 

0.8 or 1.3 monolayers/second (ML/s). The ratio of As4/Ga beam equivalent pressures was 

10 in all growths. Growth times varied between 5 ≤ t ≤ 60 minutes.  Si and Be elemental 

sources were used as n and p type dopants as indicated, using fluxes that result in doping 

concentrations of 4x1019/cm3 in planar GaAs films.  
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5.3 Data Analysis 

5.3.1 Growth on Polycrystalline films 

Initial studies were performed on conducting oxides, specifically indium tin oxide 

(ITO), a conductive oxide widely used as a top contact in photovoltaic applications due to 

its transparency. Figure 5.1a-c shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 

nanowires grown on indium tin oxide (ITO) and show that nanowires form a dense forest 

with orientations in many different directions.  The nanowires are heavily tapered and 

often end in a sharp point. This type of tapered morphology is also seen in GaAs 

nanowires grown on crystalline substrates.33,34 Figure 5.1b is a cross sectional image of 

the sample in Fig. 5.1a. From this image it is clear that the majority of nanowires extends 

in a direction not parallel to the surface normal. Also, the nanowires are not all the same 

length, with there being a higher density of short and thin nanowires near the GaAs/ITO 

interface.  A high magnification image of the GaAs-ITO interface (indicated by the dotted 

yellow line) is seen in Fig. 5.1c and a layer of continuous GaAs, confirmed by energy 

dispersive electron X-ray spectroscopy, can be seen at the base of the nanowires. In all 

of the samples measured both nanowires and the continuous film are present. Similar 

growths were done on the silicon dioxide layer on the backside of the Pt samples and the 

results were identical.  
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Figure 5.1: a) Top down and b) cross sectional scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) images of GaAs nanowires grown on indium tin oxide (ITO) for 30 minutes. 
c) High magnification SEM image of the GaAs-ITO interface, with the interface 
between the ITO and GaAs (dotted line) indicated.  
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The variation in nanowire orientation exhibited in Fig. 5.1 may be caused by 

epitaxial or random nucleation. An epitaxial relationship between the polycrystalline ITO 

and GaAs is improbable given the 79% lattice mismatch between them.35,36 Rather, the 

nanowire growth is likely initiated by random nucleation events at the catalyst-film 

interface. As such, the orientation of the fastest growing crystalline direction, in this case 

the c-plane of wurzite GaAs, would depend on the orientation of the nuclei with respect 

to the interface normal.  Initially the orientation of the nanowires is expected to be mostly 

random with respect to the substrate normal and is responsible for the variation in 

nanowire heights in Fig. 5.1b. As the nanowires continue to increase in length, those 

having orientations far away from the surface normal will tend to terminate either by 

impinging on, or becoming shadowed by other nanowires.  Collisions with growing 

nanowires can be seen clearly in Fig. 5.1c.  This explains why there are very thin and 

short nanowires closer to the substrate. The tapering observed in Fig. 5.1 is likely from a 

combination of sidewall growth and a shrinking catalyst, which are both well-documented 

phenomena in molecular beam epitaxy nanowire growth.37-42 
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Figure 5.2: Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of Nanowires grown on ITO after a) 
5 min, b) 20 minutes, and c) 60 minutes. All scale bars are 500nm.  
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Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of nanowire growth as a function of deposition time. 

The left half of the figure shows a cross section of the overall morphology of the 

nanowires, while the right half shows higher resolution images of the ITO-nanowire 

interface. For deposition time of 5 minutes (Fig. 5.2a), the nanowires are 170 ± 30nm tall 

and the Au catalysts can easily be seen at their apex. The height variations are likely due 

to individual factors such as fluctuations in catalyst size and orientation. A continuous 

GaAs film can be seen very clearly, similar to Fig. 5.1c. After 20 minutes of growth (Fig. 

5.2b), the average height increases to 1.0 ± 0.3 µm.  There is a large amount of small 

nanowires near the substrate, likely caused by termination events. Nanowire tapering is 

also much more apparent. After 60 minutes of growth (Fig. 5.2c), the height increases to 

8±1µm, and their density is high.   Almost all of the nanowires are tapered and have 

irregular sidewalls. Compared to Fig. 5.2a and Fig. 5.2b, the nanowires are oriented in a 

similar direction, with all of the nanowires pointing towards the left. When comparing each 

of the growths at the same magnification, short nanowires of similar heights are visible in 

all samples.  
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Figure 5.3: Statistical measurements of nanowire samples grown on ITO with 
growth times between 5 and 60 minutes. a) Nanowire forest height, b) nanowire 
orientation angle and the c) continuous film thickness are measured.  
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A more statistical analysis of the growths in Fig. 5.2 including additional growths 

is provided in Fig. 5.3. Figure 5.3 plots the nanowire forest height, nanowire orientation, 

and continuous layer thickness of GaAs nanowires grown on ITO as a function of growth 

time. The forest height is defined as the upper limit of the perpendicular distance between 

the nanowire tip and the substrate. It has a strong positive linear correlation to the growth 

time (R2 = 0.992), as would be expected. Figure 5.3b is a box and whisker plot showing 

the distribution of the orientation between the nanowires and the underlying substrate. A 

minimum of thirty nanowires were measured on each sample.   The range (denoted by 

the error bars) of the distribution decreases with deposition time, consistent with the fact 

that orientations far away from the surface normal (=90°) impinge on other nanowires or 

are shadowed by tilted nanowires.   The interquartile range (denoted by the box) also 

decreases with deposition time, signifying a reduction in nanowire angle variation. After 

an hour of growth, the median nanowire orientation converges towards an angle of ~70°. 

This convergence is somewhat surprising, because if all near-normal orientations were 

equally possible, the distribution should center around 90°. However, an angled 

orientation presents a larger capture surface for the impinging flux allowing tilted 

nanowires to grow faster. This is seen in Fig. 5.2c in which all of the nanowires are 

orientated toward the left. 

Figure 5.3c shows the thickness of the continuous film under the nanowires as a 

function of growth time. The film thickness increases with growth time and saturates at a 

thickness of 230nm.  This behavior suggests that the continuous film is not a precursor 

to nanowire growth, but a competitive process.  During deposition a portion of the flux is 
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incorporated into the continuous layer. As the nanowires get longer, the impinging flux is 

captured by the nanowires as opposed to reaching the continuous layer below.  

5.3.2 Doping and Nanowire Formation 

Doping of GaAs is a necessary step in the formation of optoelectronic devices. Si 

and Be dopants were used for n and p type GaAs respectively. Figure 5.4 shows the 

effect of incorporating dopants into the growth of nanowires on ITO. For these growths, 

GaAs was deposited for 15 minutes. Figure 5.4a is an SEM image of undoped GaAs 

nanowires provided for comparison purposes.  Similar to Fig. 5.1, the nanowires are 

randomly oriented and heavily tapered. The overall morphology of Si-doped nanowires 

(Fig. 5.4b) is similar to the undoped wires, except that some nanowires are curved with 

rough sidewalls (indicated in Fig. 5.4b with arrows). Because they consistently curve 

towards the surface, it is likely that this curvature arises due to the fact that the sidewall 

facing the impinging flux grows more quickly than the opposite sidewall.  It is known that 

Si doping decreases both the Si and Ga vacancy diffusion coefficient in bulk GaAs.43,44  

It has been demonstrated that dopant incorporation during nanowire growth is dominated 

by diffusion on the sidewalls as opposed to dissolution within the catalyst.45  Thus, any 

dopant effects would be observed on the outer surface of the nanowires, meaning Si-

doping would reduce diffusion along the sidewalls and promote lateral growth of the 

nanowires.  The gold catalyst is not visible on any of the Si doped nanowires. The catalyst 

may have migrated from the apex of the nanowire, contributing to the tapered 

morphology. This type of catalyst migration has also been observed in other nanowire 

growths.37,38 
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Figure 5.4: Cross-sectional SEM images of GaAs nanowires grown on ITO for 15 
minutes with a) no doping, b) Si doping, and c) Be doping.  
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Figure 5.4c shows GaAs nanowires doped with Be. Be-doping leads to an 

increase in nanowire density, a reduction in nanowire diameter, and a 60% increase in 

nanowire forest height (to 2.2±0.2µm). These nanowires are less tapered, and tend to be 

oriented closer to 90°. We propose that the Be dopant may have a surfactant effect on 

the nanowire sidewalls, improving the diffusion of Ga and As. This behavior has been 

observed for sulfur atoms during the growth of GaSb nanowires.46 Alternatively, Be may 

be preventing the migration of the Au catalyst, as suggested by the near-constant 

diameter of the nanowire along its length. Both of these effects could explain the changes 

in morphology observed between Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4c. 

5.3.3 Structural and Optical Characteristics of Doped Nanowires 

Undoped and Be-doped nanowires are measured for their structural integrity with 

a transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurements. The measurements, 

presented in Fig. 5.5 show that the microstructure of the nanowires varies with doping.  

The TEM samples are made by removing the nanowires from the substrate and 

dispersing them on a grid. Figure 5.5a is a collection of transmission electron microscope 

images used to form a single image of an undoped nanowire. The nanowire has very 

rough sidewalls, evidence of stacking faults, tapering, and ends in a sharp point. There is 

no evidence of the Au catalyst in this or other undoped nanowires.  Figure 5.5b is a high 

resolution image of the same nanowire, and confirms the presence of multiple stacking 

faults and rough sidewalls. These observations are consistent with prior reports of the 

consequences of Au-migration, namely roughened sidewalls and tapering.37 The 

observed nanowire morphology may also be due to the low temperatures of these 

growths, which is also known to induce tapering.47-49 The corresponding diffraction pattern 
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demonstrates that the crystalline structure is wurtzite which is expected in GaAs 

nanowires.50 

Figure 5.5c shows a low resolution TEM image of a single Si doped nanowire. The 

nanowire is curved and the catalyst cannot be seen at the tip of nanowire. The sidewalls 

are uneven and there are regions with different widths. Figure 5.5d is a high resolution 

image of the same nanowire. This image confirms the rough surfaces at the sidewalls of 

the nanowire. Included in this image are a series of stacking faults. Regions such as these 

are common throughout the length of the nanowire, but there are less than the undoped 

nanowire. The crystal orientation of this nanowire was also wurtzite as indicated by the 

diffraction pattern. 

Figure 5.5e is a low resolution image of single Be doped nanowire clearly showing 

the Au catalyst at the nanowire tip. Furthermore, the sidewalls appear smooth and the 

diameter unchanging along the length of the nanowire, providing further evidence that Be 

inhibits migration of the catalyst. Figure 5.5f is a high resolution image of a single Be 

doped nanowire and its corresponding diffraction pattern. A few stacking faults are visible 

in this image, and the sidewalls are smooth. As with the undoped nanowire, the diffraction 

pattern indicates that the crystal structure is wurtzite. The stark differences between Fig. 

5.5b and Fig. 5.5f confirms that along with an improved morphology Fig. 5.4, Be-doping 

also corresponds to an improved crystal structure. 
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Figure 5.5: Transmission Electron Microscope images and diffraction patterns of 
a-b) undoped, c-d) Si doped, and e-f) Be doped GaAs nanowires grown on ITO. 
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Figure 5.6: Photoluminescence data of nanowires grown on ITO with a) no 
doping, b) Si doping, and c) Be doping. (inset) Current Density vs Electrical 
Potential of Be doped nanowires.  
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Photoluminescence measurements of the samples in Fig. 5.4 were carried out at 

10K with a 633nm HeNe laser with an output power of 1mW and a spot size of 5um2. The 

nanowire forests were still attached to the Si-ITO substrate which was mounted to a cold 

finger. Absolute intensity values are provided, and for comparison bulk GaAs provided 

5x106 counts (not pictured) with a similar setup. The undoped nanowires (Fig. 5.6a) have 

weak peak response at 1.52eV (FWHM= 45 meV) superimposed on less intense broad 

emission. The position of 1.52 eV is expected for GaAs at 10K, but the cause of the broad 

background emission is not clear.  The Si doped nanowires emit a slightly stronger 

response at 1.41 eV (FWHM= 210 meV) (Fig. 5.6b). The peak is fairly broad and at 

energies lower than expected for GaAs. It may be emission from a radiative defect caused 

by either Si or GaAs, but emission in this range has previously been attributed to zinc-

blende and wurtzite heterojunctions within GaAs nanowires.51 Comparatively, Be doped 

nanowires have an optical response that is approximately 25 times stronger, with a major 

peak at 1.50eV (FWHM=41 meV) and a secondary peak that is 20% as intense at 1.57 

eV (FWHM=31 meV) (Fig. 5.6c). The 20 meV redshift of the primary peak likely 

corresponds to the Be doping level and is consistent with other published PL 

measurements of Be-doped GaAs.52 The secondary peak at 1.57 eV could either be the 

result of quantum confinement or a Burstein-Moss effect.53-56 In order for this 70 meV blue 

shift to arise from quantum confinement, the nanowires would have to be on the order of 

10 nm in diameter. While the diameter average of the nanowires in these samples is 

40±10 nm, there is a small population of nanowires less than 15nm in diameter. On the 

other hand, in order for the blue shift to arise from the Burstein-Moss effect, the doping 

concentration would have to be approximately 9.2x1019 cm-3. It is difficult to quantify the 
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dopant incorporation into the nanostructures, but based on planar measurements using 

the same doping flux, a Burstein-Moss related blue shift feasible.  

From Fig 5.4-5.6, it is clear that the Be doped nanowires are superior in 

morphological, structural, and optical quality. To examine the capabilities of the nanowire-

ITO interface at transmitting current electrical testing was performed. For this the GaAs 

nanowires were backfilled with parylene, followed by the e-beam deposition of 10nm of 

Ti and 100nm of Au to act as a top contact. To ensure a strong connection between the 

nanowires and the top contact, the sample was annealed at 300oC for 1 minute and 

without this step there is an open circuit. A bottom contact was formed similarly on the 

backside of the Si wafer. The inset in Fig. 5.6c shows IV measurements of Be doped 

nanowires on ITO. The asymmetry in the IV curve at positive and negative voltages 

presented in Fig. 6c signifies a Schottky contact. This is unsurprising as ITO is known to 

form a Schottky contact with p-type GaAs.57 While these measurements do show current 

passing through the interface, an Ohmic contact is necessary for a device. 
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5.3.4 Effect of Surface Energy and Growth on Metallic Films 

Metallic polycrystalline films (Pt and Ti) that would form an Ohmic contact with 

GaAs were explored. Figure 7 shows top down SEM images of nanowires grown on Pt. 

Figure 5.7a is a plan-view SEM image of nanowires grown under identical conditions as 

those in Fig. 5.1. While there is a small number of tapered nanowires of varying sizes, 

the majority of the substrate is covered by a rough contiguous film, likely the result of 

planar polycrystalline GaAs growth similar to the continuous film observed in Fig. 5.1c.  

The difference in the morphology between the two substrates is likely related to changes 

in the relative surface energies of the catalyst, conductive films, and GaAs.  Nanowire 

formation via the VLS growth mode requires that the catalyst forms isolated droplets on 

the surface. At growth temperatures of 400oC, the deposited Au film is a solid, but 

because it forms a eutectic alloy, it melts upon the introduction of Ga.58 ITO has a lower 

surface energy (0.02-0.03J/m2)59,60 compared to Au-Ga (1.15 J/m2 ),61 resulting in 

dewetting of the catalyst which promote droplet isolation. Pt, on the other hand, has a 

much higher surface energy (2.3-2.8 J/m2),62,63 and thus exhibits a decreased tendency 

for droplet formation. The catalyst may be comprised of more complex alloys, namely 

AuxPtyGaz or AuxInyGaz, that could also impact the relative surface energy.   
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Figure 5.7: Plan-view SEM images of GaAs nanowires grown on Pt films at a) low 
Ga fluxes (6x10-7 Torr) and b) high  Ga fluxes (9x10-7 Torr) along with the addition 
of c) Si and d) Be dopants at the higher deposition rate.  
 

A higher Ga deposition rate is found to overcome this limitation and allow for 

nanowire formation. Figure 7b is a plan-view SEM image of nanowires on Pt grown at a 

higher Ga deposition rate (1.3 ML/s). In contrast to the sample grown at the lower Ga 

deposition rate (0.8 ML/s) seen in Fig. 5.7a, the highly tapered and randomly oriented 

nanowires in Fig. 5.7b completely cover the substrate surface.  We propose that the faster 

deposition rate promotes random perturbations in the thickness of the catalyst layer, also 

called a Mullins-Sekerka instability,64 that can lead to the formation of distinct droplets 
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that in turn catalyze nanowire growth. The effect of dopants on the nanowire shape is 

similar for these samples as for those grown on ITO.  Figure 5.7c is a plan-view SEM 

image of GaAs nanowires doped with Si deposited at a high rate on Pt. Here, the nanowire 

density is somewhat lower than for the undoped samples, suggesting that the addition of 

Si inhibits nanowire growth. The addition of Be results in very thin, randomly oriented, 

and dense nanowires (Fig. 5.7d). Occasional curved nanowires are observed in all of the 

samples grown on Pt. Overall, the dopants effect on growth is very similar in metallic and 

oxide films. 

 

Figure 5.8: a) Cross-sectional SEM images of Be-doped GaAs nanowires grown 
for 30 minutes on a Ti film. b) I-V characteristics of Be-doped nanowires on Ti  
 

Nanowire growth was explored on Ti, another metallic film, due to its widespread 

use in current semiconductor processing. Nanowire growth on Ti behaved similarly to Pt, 

as evident from the cross-sectional SEM image (Fig 5.8a). Figure 5.8b depicts the 

current density characteristics of Be-nanowires on Ti films. The samples were prepared 

for IV measurements using a parylene backfill in an identical manner to the samples with 
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ITO films.  The IV curve for the nanowires grown on Ti is symmetric for negative and 

positive voltages meaning the Be-GaAs nanowires form an Ohmic connection with the Ti 

film. This is promising for the development of nanowire based optoelectronic devices on 

polycrystalline substrates because it shows that current can pass unimpeded between 

the nanowires and film. 

5.3.5 Temperature Dependent Photoluminescence 

Figure 5.9 shows the temperature dependent photoluminescence study of Be 

doped nanowires on Ti. Primary peaks at 1.50 (labeled as peak 1 in Fig. 7c) and 1.57 eV 

(peak 2) at 10K shift to 1.41 and 1.50 eV at room temperature. The intensity decreases 

and the peaks become less defined with increasing temperature. The 1.50 and 1.40 peak 

at 10K and room temperature respectively correspond to the p-type GaAs.52 Similar to 

Fig. 5.6c, it is believed that the higher energy peak is the result of either a Burstein-Moss 

effect or quantum confinement. In the case of nanowires grown on Ti, this higher energy 

peak is significantly more pronounced. The position of this peak at room temperature is 

identical to that of another study of GaAs nanowires in which the optical emission of single 

nanowires are measured for quantum confinement.53 The fact that there is a strong optical 

response at room temperature suggests that these nanowires are of sufficient quality to 

be used in optoelectronic devices. 
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Figure 5.9: Temperature dependent photoluminescence of Be nanowires on Ti.  
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Figure 5.10 shows the temperature dependence of the emission energy of peaks 

1 and 2. The trendlines were calculated using the Varshni equation, for bulk GaAs, but 

modified with different energies at T=0K (EG0).65 The energy positions of the both peaks 

decrease with increasing temperature and closely follow the calculated trendline. This 

close correlation suggests the nanowire features represented by peaks 1 and 2 have a 

similar temperature dependence to bulk GaAs. This is expected and provides evidence 

for similarities between the nanowires and single-crystalline bulk GaAs. 

 

Figure 5.10: The photoluminescence peak energy positions vs temperature of Be 
doped nanowires on Ti 
 

Figure 5.11 shows the plot of I0/I – 1 vs 1/T, where I0 is the integrated 

photoluminescence intensity extrapolated at T=0K and I is the integrated 
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photoluminescence intensity at temperature T, in order to determine the thermal 

activation energy for exciton formation (EA). At temperatures above 50K we see 

quenching of the intensity, corresponding to an EA of approximately 14meV. For 

comparison, nanowires grown near 600oC on GaAs and Si crystalline substrates have 

been reported with high temperature activation energies EA of 17meV and 77meV 

respectively.66,67 This suggests that the Be doped nanowires presented in this study are 

of fairly high quality and comparable to those grown at high temperatures on crystalline 

substrates.     

 

Figure 5.11: The integrated photoluminescence peak intensity vs inverse 
temperature of Be doped GaAs nanowires on Ti 
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5.3.6 Core-Shell Nanowires 

 For GaAs nanowire device fabrication, it is necessary to create a PN junction within 

the structure. One common method of doing this is the core-shell method. Initially a 

nanowire is grown using a single dopant type. Afterwards, the next part of the device, 

such as an intrinsic layer or a layer with the opposite dopant, is grown. However, the 

growth is controlled so that this next layer, and any subsequent layers are grown around 

the nanowire perimeter and do not substantially increase the height of the nanowire. The 

new layer acts as a “shell” around the original nanowire “core.” Any further layers are 

deposited and the device structure is created in the radial direction. This device layout is 

especially useful for photovoltaics as it increases the junction surface area improving 

minority carrier capture and passivates the sidewalls of the core region preventing loss.  

 For creating a PN junction using the nanowires in this study, we first started with 

the p-type Be-doped nanowire as the core. The superior morphology, uniformity in 

nanowire structure and lack of tapering from Fig. 5.4 would create the foundation of a 

high density PN nanowire forest. Next, we introduced Si-doped GaAs to create an n-type 

layer. As observed in Fig. 5.4 Si-doping increased sidewall growth and resulted in heavily 

tapered nanowire structures. As such, we expected the Si-doped GaAs to preferably 

adhere to the sidewalls as opposed to interact with the catalyst and this is more or less 

what we observed during growths.  

Figure 5.12 shows high magnification SEM images of GaAs core-shell nanowires 

grown on ITO (Fig. 5.12a-b) and Ti (Fig. 5.12c-d) substrates. The output power of the 

doping eurotherms is the same as those used in Fig. 5.4. For the nanowires grown on 

ITO, the Be doped nanowire was grown at a Ga deposition rate (rGa) of 0.8 ML/s for t=15 
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minutes with an V/III As/Ga flux ratio of 10. After 15 minutes the growth was interrupted 

and the Ga deposition rate was reduced (rGa=0.4 ML/s) before depositing Si doped GaAs 

for t=8minutes (Fig. 5.12a) or t=15minutes (Fig. 5.12b). The V/III flux ratio was also 

increased to 26. The nanowires are not tapered and mostly uniform in height. The 

nanowire forests (not shown) are approximately 1.7 ± 0.2µm (Fig. 5.12a) and 1.8 ± 0.2µm 

(Fig. 5.12b) tall. In both samples the gold catalyst can still be seen on the apex of the 

nanowires. 

From the images in Fig. 5.12a and Fig. 5.12b the core-shell regions are 

immediately obvious. In both samples, the nanowires have regions with two different 

diameters. The bulk of the nanowire is consistent in size until it nears the apex, at which 

it very sharply decreases in width. In Fig. 5.12a the bulk of the nanowire is approximately 

50 ± 3nm wide and the region near the nanowire apex is approximately 27 ± 5nm wide. 

In Fig. 5.12b the bulk of the nanowire is approximately 77 ± 5nm wide and the region 

near the nanowire apex is approximately 25 ± 5nm wide. As a result of longer Si-doped 

GaAs deposition times (t=8 minutes in Fig. 5.12a to t=15 minutes in Fig. 5.12b), the bulk 

region of the nanowire increases approximately 50% in width. Furthermore, the nanowire 

forest height remains the same within error. This suggests Si-doped GaAs is mostly 

adhering to the sidewalls of the nanowire, creating a shell-like structure. This is consistent 

with our hypothesis and observations in Fig. 5.4. Comparatively, the thinner region near 

the apex remains the same diameter within error. This region is likely characteristic of the 

original Be-doped nanowire. However, without precise characterization, it is difficult to say 

whether we expect this region to be Be-doped or Si-doped. It is possible the Si-doped 

GaAs does not interact with the nanowire near the catalyst and only grows along the 
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sidewalls, leaving a portion of the Be-doped core exposed. Alternatively, it is possible the 

Si-doped GaAs does interact with the catalyst region, but at a significantly reduced rate 

than the sidewall region. As such there may be some vertical nanowire growth as a result 

of the Si-doping step, but it is so small the increase in height is indistinguishable.  

  

Figure 5.12: GaAs core-shell nanowires grown on a-b) ITO and c-d) Ti substrates 
with varied shell deposition steps. 
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Similar studies were performed on Ti substrates (Fig. 5.12c-d). For these 

nanowires, the Be doped nanowire was grown at a Ga deposition rate (rGa) of 1.3 ML/s 

for t=20 minutes with a V/III As/Ga flux ratio of 10. After 20 minutes the growth was 

interrupted and the Ga deposition rate was reduced (rGa=0.8 ML/s for Fig. 5.12c and 

rGa=0.4 ML/s for Fig.5.12d) before depositing Si doped GaAs for t=15 minutes (Fig. 

5.12c) or t=60minutes (Fig. 5.12d). The V/III flux ratio was also increased to 26 in Fig. 

5.12c and 40 in Fig. 5.12d. The nanowires grown on Ti are not tapered except for the 

region near the apex, where it sharply tapers of into a point. The nanowires and mostly 

uniform in height and the forests (not shown) are approximately 5.8 ± 0.3µm (Fig. 5.12c) 

and 6.4 ± 0.3µm (Fig. 5.12d) tall. In both samples the gold catalyst can still be seen on 

the apex of the nanowires.  

In both Fig. 5.12c and Fig. 5.12d the bulk of the nanowires are consistent in size 

until it nears the apex, at which gradually decreases in width forming a tapered tip. In Fig. 

5.12c the bulk of the nanowire is approximately 90 ± 5nm wide and the region directly 

under the catalyst at the nanowire apex is approximately 23 ± 5nm wide. In Fig. 5.12d 

the bulk of the nanowire is approximately 165 ± 8nm wide and region directly under the 

catalyst at the nanowire apex is approximately 27 ± 7nm wide. Similar to the ITO 

nanowires, we observe an increase in nanowire width with more Si-GaAs deposition. 

Based on the rGa and Si-GaAs deposition times, approximately 100% more Si-GaAs was 

deposited in Fig. 5.12d compared to Fig. 5.12c. This in close agreement with the 

approximately 80% increase in nanowire width measured between Fig. 5.12c and Fig. 

5.12d. Furthermore, the shorter width of the nanowire near the apex is within error to the 

ITO sample, suggesting this resembles the width of the original Be-doped nanowires. This 
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is an agreement with the hypothesis that the majority of Si-doped GaAs adheres to the 

nanowire sidewalls.  

However, unlike the nanowires grown on ITO, the core-shell structure is not as 

immediately obvious. This is because there is not a sharp change in nanowire width near 

the apex. Rather there is a steady decrease approximately 190 ± 30nm (Fig. 5.12c) and 

400 ± 50nm (Fig. 5.12d) below the catalyst. This tapered structure vs sharp width change 

in the Ti vs. ITO samples may be due to a difference in catalyst - nanowire contact angle. 

It has previously been demonstrated that the nanowire-catalyst contact angle can be 

heavily influential in the nanowire growth.42,58 Based on the surface energy differences 

between metals and oxides, we expect increased wetting on the metal resulting in a 

smaller catalyst-substrate contact angle on Ti compared to ITO. It is possible that this 

discrepancy impacts the behavior of GaAs sidewall growth in the regions near the 

catalyst.  

The impact of excessive doping was also measured on the core-shell nanowire 

growth structures. Figure 5.13 shows core-shell nanowires grown on ITO with low and 

high Be/Si doping. In Fig. 5.13a-b The output power of the Be and Si eurotherms were 

10.0 and 7.0 respectively. For Fig. 5.13c-d the output power of the Be and Si eurotherms 

were 11.5 and 9.5 respectively. For comparison the output power of the Be and Si 

eurotherms in Fig. 5.4 was 10.0 and 9.0 respectively. Unfortunately doping calibrations 

of planar GaAs growth using the same eurotherm output power values in Fig. 5.13 is not 

available. The growth time of both the Be and Si step was 7.5 min (15 min total growth 

time) in Fig. 5.13a and Fig. 5.13c and 15min (30 min total growth time) in Fig. 5.13b and 

Fig. 5.13d. In these samples the rGa= 0.8 ML/s and the V/II As/Ga flux ratio was at 10.  
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Figure 5.13: GaAs nanowires grown on ITO with a-b) low and c) high Be and Si 
doping levels. Each doping step was either a,c) 7.5 min or b,d) 15 min long. 
 

In the samples with low doping, the nanowire forest height increased from 1.8 ± 

0.1µm in Fig. 5.13a to 3.3 ± 0.2 µm in Fig. 5.13b. The width of the nanowires increased 

from 50 ± 6nm in Fig. 5.13a to 85 ± 7nm in Fig. 5.13b. These measurements are 

consistent with what we would expect from Fig. 5.12. Specifically, the deposition time of 

the Si doping step increased by 100% and we observe an approximately 70% increase 

in nanowire width. This observation is in close agreement with the  80% change in 

nanowire width observed in Fig 5.12.The deposition time of Be doping step also increases 
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by 100% and the nanowire forest height increases by approximately 80%. These two 

observations suggest that the Be doping step controls the final nanowire forest height, 

whereas Si-doping step controls the final nanowire width. The SEM images also show 

that nanowires are slightly tapered but mostly uniform in height. There is little change in 

nanowire morphology between Fig. 5.13a and Fig. 5.13b.  

In the samples with high doping, the nanowire forest height increased from 1.3 ± 

0.1µm in Fig. 5.13c to 2.2 ± 0.4 µm in Fig. 5.13d. The width of the nanowires increased 

from 46 ± 10nm in Fig. 5.13c to 100 ± 30nm in Fig. 5.13d. In these samples we observe 

a similar 70% and increase in height between the two samples consistent with Fig. 5.13a-

d. However, there is an approximately 100% increase in width which is 20-30% larger 

than that observed in Fig. 5 .13a-d and Fig. 5.12d. Additionally, the variance of the width 

is much wider in Fig. 5.13c and Fig. 5.13d than in the previous core-shell growths. This 

discrepancy can be observed in the nanowire morphology as well. For example, in Fig. 

5.13c the majority of the nanowires are not tapered and the nanowire catalyst is visible 

at the apex (under high magnification). However, there is a small percentage of nanowires 

(5%) that are tapered and have noticeably rougher sidewalls. In Fig. 5.13d rough 

sidewalls become much more prominent (50-60%) and some of the nanowires show 

curvature and resemble those in Fig. 5.4b. The nanowire height is much less uniform, 

with the outliers being the nanowires that exhibit a high degree of tapering and rough 

sidewalls. This is in stark contrast to the nanowires with low doping in Fig. 5.13b. From 

Fig. 5.13 it is clear that increasing the Si doping beyond a certain level causes the 

morphology of the nanowire shell to exhibit properties similar to those that are solely Si-

doped. This morphology is undesirable for device fabrication purposes due to the non-
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uniform height distribution. This morphology is also undesirable because of its reduced 

optical and structure characteristics (Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6). It is suggested for device 

quality nanowires that the Si eurootherm output power remains low enough to prevent 

this type of nanowire morphology. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In summary, we have been able to demonstrate that Be doping can enable the 

growth of high quality GaAs nanowire growth at low temperatures on polycrystalline films. 

Among other applications, this will allow for direct integration of nanowire-based 

optoelectronic devices with conventional CMOS technology. We demonstrate that 

nanowires can be grown on polycrystalline ITO, Pt and Ti films, but believe the process 

can be applied to other oxide and metallic surfaces. Growth on polycrystalline substrates 

will cause nanowires to have random orientations, which can result in termination events, 

reducing nanowire density. We show that by growing with Be, these termination events 

can be reduced, and the nanowire quality can be improved. The nanowires have a thermal 

activation energy of 14meV which is comparable to GaAs nanowires grown on crystalline 

substrates and at higher temperatures. A greater understanding of the dopant interactions 

and development of a p-n junction is necessary and the direction of future work. 
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Chapter 6  

Bismuth as a catalyst for GaAs nanowire growth 

 

Vapor-liquid-solid growth (VLS) of GaAs using Bi droplets as the catalyst is 

presented. The growth is exceedingly difficult due to the high volatility of the Bi droplets 

requiring concurrent Bi deposition. The nanostructures that result from the VLS growth 

are short discs and in some cases the discs are overlapped by another disc or series of 

discs with increasingly larger sizes. This structure forms due to the Bi droplet increasing 

in size during growth. At some point during nanostructure formation, the Bi droplet 

becomes too large and destabilizes, whereupon it drops off the disc onto the substrate 

and begins the catalysis of a new disc with a larger radius. The observed contact angle 

at destabilization is found by measuring the size of adjacent discs and found to be too 

large for the Gibbs’ criterion, suggesting failure is due to droplet-sidewall wetting. 

6.1 Introduction 

Semiconductor nanowires have shown to be very beneficial in the advancement 

of thermoelectrics,1,2 photovoltaics,3,4 biological sensing,5 and even on-chip 

optoelectronic integration.  For optoelectronic device, nanowires are typically grown 

epitaxially via the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism in which a liquid metal is used as 

a catalyst to facilitate the growth of the nanowire at the catalyst/semiconductor interface.6 

Several models describing the VLS process emphasize the strong dependence of growth 
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chemistry and parameters on the interaction between the catalyst and underlying 

crystal.6-10  These interactions have been shown to give rise to kinking, crawling, and 

structural phase transitions.11-13  Being able to understand how these phenomena occur 

can grant insight on how to control all aspects of nanowire growth.  

Au nanoparticles have proven to be a very reliable catalyst for Si and III-V nanowire 

formation. However, studies have shown that Au can incorporate during nanowire growth 

and introduce deep level defects which severely hamper device performance.14,15  As a 

result, other metals such as Ga, Al and In have been investigated as potential alternatives, 

but many of these methods require an additional mask, such as a perforated oxide layer, 

in order to produce quality vertical nanowires.16-21  Liquid Bi droplets has been largely 

unexplored as a catalyst for epitaxial growth of III-V compound semiconductors and may 

be a strong alternative. Solution-based catalysis of of SnS2, GaAs, InP, GaP, and InAs 

nanowires has already been demonstrated using nanocrystalline Bi particles.22,23  

Additionally, liquid Bi droplets were used as a catalyst in the growth of CdTe/CdSe, PbTe, 

and Si nanowires on plastic and glass substrates using vapor deposition techniques.24-26  

Like Ga and In, Bi has a very low melting point and because it is a group V element, it will 

not introduce deep level defects.27  It also has a low incorporation rate due its large atomic 

size, making ternary formation difficult.27-29  Here we present on the dynamics of initial 

disc formation using Bi as a catalyst for VLS growth of epitaxial GaAs structures, and 

show how the resulting nanostructure may be affected by droplet destabilization.  
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6.2 Experimental Methods 

GaAs nanostructures were grown using a molecular beam epitaxy chamber. All 

samples consisted of a n-type Si doped GaAs (100) substrate with a 500nm GaAs buffer 

layer grown at Ts=580oC at a Ga deposition rate of rGa=0.6 monolayers/second. The 

substrates were annealed for 10 minutes under As and then the temperature was reduced 

to either 320oC or 360oC as measured by a low temperature optical pyrometer. Once at 

growth temperature the As overpressure (5.6x10-7
 Torr  ≤ BEPAs ≤ 6.1x10-6 Torr)  was 

modified to the desired growth conditions and Bi (5.4x10-8
 Torr  ≤ BEPAs ≤ 1.4x10-6 Torr) 

was deposited for 15s to create droplets. Immediately afterwards, a Ga flux (BEPGa=2x10-

7 Torr) was introduced for 5 to 45 minutes, in addition to the As and Bi flux. The Ga, As 

and Bi beam equivalent pressure (BEP) were varied between each trial as detailed in 

Table I. After deposition all of the shutters were closed and the samples were quenched. 

Once removed from the chamber the samples were examined using secondary electrons 

in a scanning electron microscope. Cross sectional images were taken by cleaving the 

sample in air before mounting on a 90o SEM stage.  
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6.3 Data Analysis 

6.3.1 Bismuth Catalyst Formation and Desorption 

Nanowires are produced via the VLS mechanism only when the crystallization at 

the Biℓ-GaAss interface is faster than epitaxial growth in areas without a catalyst. At the 

growth temperatures used in this study, the vapor pressure of Bi is high enough to 

completely desorb within the 5-10 minute growth window. Comparatively, Au, Ag, Ga, and 

In have lower vapor pressures. As such, a constant flux of catalyst material is necessary 

to prevent complete evaporation. A delicate balance between Bi deposition and 

desorption is required to maintain a constant droplet size.   

 

Figure 6.1: Planar SEM images of growths at Ts=320oC with increasing Bi fluxes 
and correspond to a) sample A b) sample B and c) sample C. 
 

Figure 6.1 shows SEM images of the concurrent deposition of Ga, As, and Bi at 

Ts=320oC for 45 minutes as a function of increasing Bi flux. Figure 1a shows growth 

conditions in which If the Bi flux is significantly lower than the desorption rate (BEPBi = 

5.4x10-8). There is no Bi present on the surface and there is planar growth of GaAs. 

Figure 1b shows growth conditions with a slightly higher Bi flux (BEPBi = 1.1x10-7). There 

is a uniform distribution of lens-shaped droplets caused by a balance between the the Bi 
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desorption rate and Bi arrival. The lens-shaped droplets are maintained on the surface 

for extended periods of time. Figure 1c shows growth if the Bi flux is very high (BEPBi = 

1.4x10-6). In this case the surface is covered with a bimodal distribution of droplets. The 

Bi desorption rate is very sensitive to substrate temperature, and higher Bi flux is needed 

with increasing substrate temperature to maintain the same droplet size. Maintaining 

uniform droplets is highly dependent on precise equipment manipulation to reproduce 

identical Bi flux and substrate temperature relationships.  

The size and density of Bi droplets are dictated by temperature, Bi flux, and 

deposition duration, while their shape is dictated by capillary forces. The liquid droplets 

are lens-shaped with a wetting angle θw dependent on the interfacial energies. Since the 

densities of liquid and solid Bi differ by only 3%,27  the liquid Bi contact angle can be 

approximated from the cross-sections of solid droplets. Figure 6.2 shows a cross-

sectional SEM image of solid Bi droplets and the contact angle between solid Bi and GaAs 

can be measured. Using approximately 15 measurements over two samples, the 

equilibrium wetting angle θw for liquid Bi is found to be 78±2o. Cross-sectional SEM also 

shows that the Bi droplets exhibit almost no etching of the GaAs substrate at temperatures 

of Ts=360oC, suggesting that there is very low solubility of GaAs in liquid Bi (Fig. 6.2). In 

comparision, liquid Ga droplets have shown to etch GaAs substrates at elevated 

temperatures.30,31  This suggests that Ga and As vapor dissolution is also low, which 

would mean a low crystallization flux at the Biℓ-GaAss interface corresponding to a slow 

nanowire growth rate.  
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Figure 6.2: Cross-sectional SEM images of Bi droplets on sample D at Ts=360oC.   
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Table I: Sample List     

Sample  Temp (oC) 
Growth time 

(min) 
Ga BEP 

(Torr) 
As BEP 
(Torr) 

Bi BEP 
(Torr) 

A 320 45  2x10-7  5.5x10-6  5.4x10-8  

B 320 45  2x10-7  5.4x10-6  1.1x10-7  

C 320 45  2x10-7  6.1x10-6  1.4x10-6  

D 360 45  2x10-7  5.5x10-7 6.2x10-7 

E 360 10  2x10-7  1.0x10-6 5x10-7  

F 360 5 2x10-7  1.0x10-6  7x10-7 

G 360 45 2x10-7 5.6x10-7 6.4x10-7 

H 400 40 2x10-7 5.6x10-6 1.1x10-6  

I 330 20 4x10-7 4.0x10-6 2.0x10-8 

J 380 20 1.6x10-7 5.7x10-7 5x10-7 

K 400 40 2.1x10-7 5.6x10-6 5.5x10-7 

L 250 50 2.4x10-7 5.6x10-6 3.2x10-8 

(15s only) 

 - - 
In BEP 
(Torr) 

- - 

M 270 0.25 N/A N/A 7x10-7 

N 320 60 2x10-7 3.0x10-6 3x10-7 
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6.3.2 Self-terminating VLS growth 

In addition to a fast crystallization flux at the Biℓ-GaAss interface, the droplet needs 

to be stable over long periods of time in order for VLS growth to occur (Fig. 6.1b). Figure 

6.3 shows an example of a growth in which both of these conditions are met and VLS 

growth is observerd. The growth in Fig. 6.3 corresponds to concurrent deposition of Ga 

(BEPGa= 2x10-7 Torr), As (BEPAs=1x10-6 Torr), and Bi (BEPBi=5x10-7 Torr) for 10 minutes. 

Multiple lens-shaped droplets approximately 1.5µm in diameter can be seen across the 

image. Adjacent to each of these droplets is a disc or staircase of discs approximately 

300nm in height. There is no preferential direction of the sequence of discs; some are 

linearly aligned while others are stacked along random directions. For some 

nanostructures a very small droplet of Bi can be seen near the disc opposite the larger Bi 

droplet. These disc nanostructures clearly form via VLS growth in which the bismuth 

droplet increases in diameter with every subsequent step. This is because the concurrent 

Bi flux is slightly higher than the rate of desorption.  While the change in catalyst size 

during growth has been reported, it has been primarily observed for tapered nanowires 

formed due to the evaporation or incorporation of the catalyst.32 
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Figure 6.3: 45o angled SEM image of staircase nanostructures formed on sample 
E. Identical structures also appeared on Sample F. 

 

6.3.3 Catalyst destabilization mechanism 

The features in Fig. 6.3 can be explained by using simple geometric considerations 

of the VLS growth process, detailed in a schematic in Fig. 6.4. All Biℓ droplets form as a 

result of the initial Bi deposition step (Fig. 6.4a). Vapor elements are incorporated into the 

droplet and, solid GaAs begins to form at the Biℓ-GaAs interface (Fig. 6.4b). If the arrival 

rate of Bi is larger than the desorption rate, as is the case for Fig. 6.3, the droplet will 

grow in volume but remains pinned to the initial disc diameter.33  As a result, the contact 

angle θ must increase to accommodate the additional volume (Fig. 6.4c) Assuming that 

the droplet diameter is pinned to the initial disc diameter, the contact angle will continue 

to increase until it reaches a critical angle θc (Fig. 6.4d) after which the droplet will 
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destabilize and spill off the disc (Fig. 6.4g).  θc is given by the Gibb’s criterion θc=θw + 

(180o – φ), where θw is the wetting angle between the liquid droplet and the substrate, 

and φ is the angle between the droplet-disc interface and the disc sidewall.34  In these 

experiments, φ =90o such that θc = 168±2o.This method assumes that the droplet is pined 

to the initial disc diameter.  

Another possibility is that as the droplet fails due to sidewall wetting. In this case, 

the droplet does not remain pinned at the disc edges and instead wets the disc sidewalls 

as it grows larger.  Similar behavior has been observed on the macroscale with deionized 

water.33  As more Bi is deposited, an increased proportion of the droplet extends down 

the sidewall and the vapor-liquid-solid triple junction approaches the substrate (Fig. 6.3e). 

Once the triple junction reaches the substrate (Fig. 6.3f), the surface tension is broken 

and the droplet spills off the disc to wet the substrate and reestablish its equilibrium shape, 

though at a larger diameter (Fig. 6.3g).  Due to the high density of liquid Biℓ, the entire 

droplet is carried to one side with the momentum of the spilling portion, in agreement with 

the behavior of mercury droplets.34  As seen in Fig. 6.2, sometimes a small portion of the 

droplet separates from the main droplet and either remains on the surface of the disc or 

spills off the opposite edge.  This process of the catalyst repeatedly reaching a 

supercritical state and dropping off the disc continues stepwise over the duration of the 

growth (Fig. 6.3h). 
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Figure 6.4: Schematic illustrating the stages of staircase nanostructure formation. 
a) Initial Biℓ droplet formation, b) catalysis of GaAs VLS growth c) droplet growth 
with pinned edges, d) droplet destabilization by the Gibb’s Criterion, e) droplet 
growth with sidewall wetting, f) droplet destabilization by substrate contact, g) 
droplet re-equilibrates on substrate, and h) growth of a new disc.  
 

Both methods in Fig. 6.4 are feasible, but the θc is vastly different in both Gibb’s 

Criterion and sidewall wetting destabilization. θc may be determined experimentally by 

measuring the dimensions of subsequent discs in the SEM images. Assuming the 

droplets are spherical sections and pinned at the edges with no sidewall wetting, the 

volume of the droplet is given by: 

𝑉 =
𝜋

6
(3tan

𝜃

2
+ (𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝜃

2
)
3

) 𝑟3                                            (1) 

where r is the radius of the disc and θ is the contact angle.  The radii is measured directly 

from the discs in the SEM images (Fig. 6.2).  We assume that droplet-sidewall pinning 

occurs before significant droplet growth such that the volume of the droplet at the critical 

angle is equal to that of the droplet that has spilled off the disc. Substituting the segment 

radii and contact angles of both the critical and re-equilibrated droplet into the expression 

for the droplet volume (1), we obtain a single equation with one unknown, the θc. The 
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critical angle θc becomes a function of the initial disc radius r1, the final disc radius r2, and 

θw such that: 

3 tan (
𝜃𝑐

2
) + tan3 (

𝜃𝑐

2
) = [3 tan (

𝜃𝑤

2
) + tan3 (

𝜃𝑤

2
)](

𝑟2

𝑟1
)
3
                   (2) 

Twenty-one different staircase structures were measured to provide an average 

distribution of the critical contact angle. The disc radii range in diameters from 220 to 

500nm and only droplets with at least two uncovered discs were included. We find the θc 

from equation 2 to be θc = 97±13o. This is significantly lower than the Gibb’s criterion, 

suggesting the droplet destabilizes prior to reaching this limit.  Furthermore, a spherical 

segment with a contact angle that obeys the Gibb’s Criterion with segment radii measured 

in the SEM images would have a volume approximately twenty times that of solidified Bi 

droplets pictured in Fig. 6.2 and diameters 2.7 times larger. Due to Bi desorption during 

sample quenching, it is probable that the liquid Biℓ droplets at growth temperature are 

slightly larger than those in Fig. 6.2, but this would not account for a factor of twenty 

difference. Also, the density of features in Fig. 6.2 would not account for such large Biℓ 

droplets as the separation between some features is less than 2.7 times the diameter of 

the solidified Bi. 

Therefore, based on the dimensions of the SEM features, it is improbable that the 

droplet reached the Gibb’s criterion and instead destabilized due to sidewall wetting (Fig. 

6.4e-f). The observed θc = 97±13o suggests that there is a very short time frame in which 

nanowire growth can propagate before droplet destabilization. The growth is significantly 

limited due to sidewall wetting and precise instrument controls are necessary to 

repeatedly manage Bi flux to create nanostructures.  
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In some cases we were able to observe nanowire type formations across the 

sample. Figure 6.5 shows a collection of these features in Samples I-L which have 

various growth parameters. With the exception of Sample J, these features were not 

consistent across the surface and only appeared in a few locations. It is likely these 

features were allowed to form due to random fluctuations in growth that occurred across 

the sample. In Figure 6.5a horizontal features appear above the surface of the substrate. 

These features closely resemble a nanowire that may be grown at a shallow angle to the 

substrate. The surrounding substrate growth caused the majority of this nanowire to be 

embedded. A Bi droplet can be seen at the end of the horizontal nanowire. These features 

were only observed in one or two regions across the sample. Specifically they were 

observed in a region of the sample that was depressed with the surrounding substrate, 

possibly because of a screw dislocation or other propagating defect at the surface. The 

remainder of the surface simply showed Bi droplets similar to Fig. 6.1b. It is possible this 

type of horizontal nanowire growth occurred across the whole sample and was only visible 

in this depressed region where substrate growth was limited. It is also possible that the 

balance of fluxes at these depressed regions allowed for the appropriate balance to 

create these nanostructures.  Sample J (Fig. 6.5b) also exhibited these horizontal 

nanowire growths but across the entire surface. In these images the droplet is surrounded 

by a ring, as if the feature is being covered by th surrounding substrate growth. Attempts 

at repeating this growth however were unsuccessful, and resulted in growths with Bi 

droplets. Figure 6.5c shows a solitary nanowire growth on Sample K. Similar to Sample 

I (Fig. 6.5a) this feature was observed in a depressed region of the sample. However, 

this completely vertical nanowire was only observed in one location and smaller staircase 
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structures observed in Fig. 6.3 were seen in other depressed regions. Similar to Fig. 6.5a 

it is unclear what growth conditions allowed for this solitary nanowire to grow. Lastly, a 

nanowire cluster is observed in Sample L (Fig. 6.5d). The cluster consists of many 

different nanowires that extend in many different directions and sometimes collide with 

each other. Some of the longer nanowires extend over the substrate in all directions. 

Underneath these longer nanowires are depressed regions in the film, observed by the 

darker contrast. This suggests that these longer nanowires may be shadowing the 

substrate from the incoming GaAs flux. The inset shows a close up of the center of the 

cluster, showing that these nanowires are coated in Bi droplets. It appears that these Bi 

droplets can catalyzing nanowire growth on top other nanowires, forming the cluster 

present in Fig. 6.5d. Similar to the other features present in Fig. 6.5, it is unclear what 

growth conditions caused this feature to form, or if it originated from a defect already on 

the substrate. It is possible that the growth condition within this cluster were favorable to 

nanowire growth, allowing rampant nanowire formation in multiple directions. Based on 

the observations in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.5 it is likely that GaAs nanowire growth is 

theoretically possible with a Bi catalyst but experimentally inaccessible as of yet due to 

extremely precise growth requirements.  
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Figure 6.5: SEM images of nanowire features that are overgrown observed in a) 
Sample I and b) Sample J as well as nanowire features above the surface in c) 
Sample K and Sample L 
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6.3.4 Other Material Systems 

 Some preliminary work was done using other material systems in addition to Ga-

As-Bi VLS growth. Figure 6.6 shows cross sectional images of InAs catalyzed Bi growth. 

Figure 6.6a shows the result of Bi deposition on InAs films. A cross section of the droplet 

shows that the droplet significantly dissolves the underlying InAs substrate. This is 

significantly different than Bi droplets on GaAs (Fig. 6.2). Attempts at VLS catalyzed InAs 

growth only resulted in droplet formation as seen in Fig. 6.6b. Cross sections of these 

samples were consistent with the Bi droplet study in Sample M (Fig. 6.6a) showing 

noticeable substrate dissolution. It is unclear whether the increased dissolution of InAs in 

Bi is advantageous or disadvantageous to VLS growth. 

 

Figure 6.6:  Bi droplets on InAs without concurrent InAs deposition on a) Sample 
M and with concurrent InAs deposition on b) Sample N  

  

 Lastly, attempts were made to use Sb to catalyze VLS growth on GaAs. However, 

at the substrate temperatures used in this study no droplet formation was observed and 

attempts only resulted in film growth. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

Despite showing evidence that VLS mechanism is capable of producing Bi-

catalyzed epitaxial GaAs nanostructures, this process is severely limited by sidewall 

wetting induced droplet destabilization. A concurrent Bi flux needs to be applied to 

maintain the size of the catalyst due to the high volatility of the liquid Biℓ at growth 

temperatures. If the Bi deposition rate is only slightly greater than the desorption rate, the 

droplet is stable enough to catalyze VLS growth but will grow in size resulting in a unique 

staircase nanostructure.  As the droplet grows, it begins to wet the sidewall until the triple 

point of the droplet extends to the substrate and the surface tension is broken. This 

dynamic catalyst technique could be used in the formation of Bi catalyzed GaAs 

nanowires. If the growth rate at the Biℓ-GaAs interface is faster than the propagation of 

the triple point down the sidewall, destabilization could be delayed or prevented allowing 

for nanowire formation. However, this requires precise control over the equipment. 

6.5 GaAs Nanowire Motivation and Applications 

GaAs nanowires have been studied for a wide arrange of applications from 

photovoltaics,35,36 biosensors,37,38 thermoelectrics,39,40 light emitting diodes,41,42 

transistors,43,44 photodetectors,42,45 and even nanolasers.46,47 Despite demonstrating 

record breaking performance in some fields,4 the challenge nanowires have faced is 

transferring this performance to a commercial scale.  

For this reason, utilizing nanowires’ unique growth processes for integrating 

nanowires for on-chip optoelectronics may be a more commercially viable avenue. Low 

power and wireless communication technologies have enabled the miniaturization of 

complete computer systems to millimeters and smaller.48-50 These remote sensors 
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promise revolutionary methods of data collection for machine learning, environmental 

monitoring, and healthcare.51-52 With dimensions on the scale of a millimeter, each 

additional feature added to the sensor can significantly increase the overall size. 

Optoelectronic devices, such as a photovoltaic cell, light emitting diode, or photodetector 

are often incorporated in conjunction with a silicon logic chip.53,54 Because of fundamental 

material differences between the optoelectronic device and the silicon logic chip, two 

components, instead of one, need to be attached to the sensor. Specifically, the 

optoelectronic device is typically made from III-V compound semiconductors which are 

not lattice matched with either the silicon wafer or the exposed metal contacts on the 

surface of the silicon wafer.55,56 Nanowires may be a low cost solution to integrate these 

devices on the same wafer. III-V nanowires grown on the exposed metal pads of the 

silicon logic chip could function as the optoelectronic device. Dislocations which 

propagate during lattice mismatched epitaxial growth do not impact a nanowire’s crystal 

quality due to the nanowire’s small radial dimensions and high percentage of surface 

area.57  

Another area where GaAs nanowires may be useful is for biosensing. Nanowires 

are very appealing for sensors and biological applications because of the ability to detect 

small electrical changes in the nanowire based on functionalization by a biological 

agent.5,37,38  However, there is not one nanowire device for all bio applications and 

nanowires are just a tool for detection of specific traits. For example, GaAs nanowire field 

effect transistors have been used to detect the electrical activity of human skeletal 

muscles. Researchers used a stochastic resonance technique to measure weak 

electromyogram signals, the electrical signals induced by muscle contraction. Using the 
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nanowire FET’s they were able to obtain a signal to noise ratio than those of conventional 

detection techniques.37  
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Chapter 7  

Summary and Future Work 

 

7.1 Summary and Conclusions 

This work presents an analysis nanostructure growth mechanisms with the 

intention of providing a deeper understanding of how these growth mechanisms impact 

the final nanostructure’s physical, electrical, and optical characteristics. The first three 

studies demonstrate how the shape and structure of embedded GaSb quantum dots can 

be manipulated by using different chemistries in the encapsulating layer or different 

growth mechanisms. Stranksi-Krastanov (SK) grown GaSb/GaAs quantum dots capped 

with AlxGa1-xAs show significant shape retention opposed to those capped with solely 

GaAs. The Al acts as a diffusion barrier to the Sb, preventing it from out-diffusing from 

the quantum dot core. This is revealed by XSTM measurements which show a reduced 

number of demolished quantum dots as well as an increase in the average quantum dot 

height. However, Sb out-diffusion was a method of relaxing the strain induced in the 

capping layer by the size of the quantum dot. With the inclusion of Al, this out-diffusion 

was curtailed and in order to compensate for size-induced the strain, stacking faults 

formed in the capping layer. This was also revealed by XSTM measurements which show 

an increase in the number of capping layer defects in the Al-rich samples. The 

photoluminescence spectrum of the quantum dot emission was also the same in all four 
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samples, possibly because of the presence of these defects. From this, it was clear that 

reducing the size of the quantum dots may prevent quantum dot demolition and capping 

layer defect formation. However, initial studies with GaSb quantum dots of various sizes 

showed no change in the photoluminescence response. As such, an alternative quantum 

dot growth mechanism, droplet epitaxy (DE), was explored and we were able to 

demonstrate that it could be used to create a wide range of GaSb epitaxial 

nanostructures. The process is heavily influenced by the size of the initial quantum dot as 

well as the substrate temperature due to a non-trivial energy barrier from the 

crystallization of lattice mismatched GaSb on GaAs. Next, the effects of capping on 

nanostructures grown by both methods, SK and DE, was investigated. It was revealed 

that the droplet epitaxy structures were significantly lower in composition and had shorter 

height profiles than their SK counterparts. This resulted in almost no quantum dot 

demolition or capping layer defects in the DE sample as measured by TEM. Despite this, 

the photoluminescence spectra were nearly identical, suggesting the large quantum dots 

in the SK sample are not contributing to the emission. Furthermore, it is likely this 

emission arises from the wetting layer as the Sb wetting layer concentration profiles were 

nearly identical in both the SK and DE samples.  

 The other two studies demonstrate how GaAs nanowire morphology, structure, 

and optical response is impacted by polycrystalline substrates, low temperatures, doping 

elements, and alternative catalysts. Specifically, using Au-assisted VLS growth we were 

able to grow GaAs nanowires on polycrystalline indium-tin-oxide films at substrate 

temperatures of Ts=400oC. The nanowires were heavily tapered, randomly oriented, and 

varied in height between 500nm and 2µm. When Si dopants were introduced for n-GaAs, 
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an increase in surface roughening was observed. When Be dopants were introduced for 

p-GaAs the nanowire morphology changed dramatically: the nanowire density and height 

increased, the nanowires were more uniform in height, and the tapering present in the 

undoped sample was almost non-existent. Nanowire growth on metallic Pt and Ti films 

were also investigated and revealed that a higher growth rate was necessary for complete 

nanowire coverage due to differences in substrate surface energy (γmetal > γcatalyst >γITO). 

Electrical measurements revealed a Schottky contact between the ITO and p-GaAs 

naonwires and Ohmic contact between Ti and p-GaAs nanowires. Temperature 

dependent photoluminescence measurements of Be-doped GaAs nanowires on Ti 

showed room temperature luminescence with a high temperature thermal activation 

energy of ~14meV. The use of Bi as an alternative catalyst to Au was also investigated 

using single-crystalline GaAs substrates. Despite observing evidence of Bi-catalyzed 

growth, complete nanowires could not be grown. This is due to significant Bi vapor 

pressure at our desired substrate temperatures 300oC ≤ Ts ≤400oC requiring a concurrent 

Bi flux during growth. It was identified that after the initial nanopillar formation, the Bi 

catalyst would destabilize and return to the adjacent substrate film. The impinging Bi flux 

caused the droplet to grow and wet the sidewalls until it contacted the substrate. This 

resulted in the growth of unique staircase and buried nanostructures.  
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7.2 Future Work 

 The next steps in this work primarily involves improving the optical quality and 

device performance in the GaSb quantum dot and GaAs nanowire projects respectively. 

For GaSb quantum dots, we observed almost no change in the photoluminescence 

response despite significant changes in the physical structure of the embedded 

nanostructures. A literary search of reported GaSb quantum dot photoluminescence 

studies reveals that some researchers report emission around 1.22eV,1-4 similar to our 

results, while others report emission near 1.0eV.5-8 The reports that observe emission at 

1.0eV consistently incorporate a high temperature anneal step into their growth. For this 

reason, it is my hypothesis that this high temperature annealing step may be improving 

the crystal structure of the GaSb/GaAs layer, especially in the capping layer near the 

quantum dot interface. The emission at 1.22eV that we observe in our experiments may 

be induced by the wetting layer and impurities at the GaSb-GaAs interface. The high 

temperature annealing step may eliminate these imperfections and enable the SK and 

DE quantum dots to luminesce. Furthermore, it is unclear what effect the high 

temperature annealing step has on the embedded quantum dot structure. The next step 

in this research would be to growing a capped DE structure similar to the one in Chapter 

4 and anneal it at temperatures Ts=600oC prior to quenching in the MBE chamber. If there 

is noticeable change in the photoluminescence spectrum, further characterization 

including XSTM and TEM would be desirable. If there is no observable 

photoluminescence change, then the capping step will also be done at the high 

temperatures before being examined for differences in optical response. 
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 For GaAs nanowires the next step is to obtain a better understanding of junction 

formation within these nanowires by demonstrating a P-N junction. Despite measuring I-

V characteristics of core-shell nanowires, we continue to observe a linear resistive 

response. This could be due to multiple causes: 1) the doping levels in the nanowires are 

high enough that the carriers are tunneling through the depletion region, 2) the reactive 

ion etch step is etching through the n-type region and carriers are only transporting 

through the p-type region, 3) the n-type region in the taller nanowires are being etched 

completely away and a collective few nanowires are shorting the device, or 4) dopants 

are not being incorporated into the nanowires properly and we are not creating a P-N 

junction. I propose two concurrent methods of investigation. First, core-shell nanowires 

will be grown with varying levels of Si doping 0 ≤ nplanar ≤ 1019 . These nanowires will be 

measured for their morphology using SEM, and some of them will be further analyzed for 

their structure via TEM, and electrical characteristics via the aforemented processing 

steps. Second, the electrical characteristics of single nanowires will be examined. This 

will be achieved by scattering nanowires across a substrate with pre-deposited metal 

pads. Regions of single nanowires will be then connected to the pads by depositing Pt 

using a focused ion beam. This method should first be tested with uniformly doped 

nanowires (Be) before attempting core-shell nanowires. The geometry of core-shell 

nanowires may make it difficult to confidently attach contacts to the P and N regions of 

the structure. One possibility would be to FIB out a section of the substrate and electrical 

contacts could be made between the tip of one wire and the milled out Si-substrate. 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic illustrating a proposed P-N-P nanowire device to measure 
the PN junction in GaAs nanowires. a) Core-shell nanowire and b) favorable and 
c) unfavorable P-N-P structure. 

Another option might be to grow a P-N-P structure. A schematic detailing this 

growth is provided in Figure 7.1.  Due to Be-doped nanowires strong response to catalytic 

growth, the Be doped growth may be isolated near the catalyst region only. This would 

create a junction between the N-shell and the P-type extension. However, if this growth 

results in a P-type shell around the Si-doped region then this solution would not work. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that the PN junction measured using this technique is 

not wholly representative of the core-shell junction. However, this could be a useful tool 

in analyzing the quality of the doped material and demonstrating proof of concept. 
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